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Crowns of Glory, Tears of Blood: The Demerara Slave Rebellion of
1823. EMILIA VIOTTI DA COSTA. New York: Oxford University Press, 1994.
xix + 378 pp. (Cloth US$ 35.00)

BRIDGET BRERETON
Department of History
The University of the West Indies
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago

In August 1823, the east coast of the British mainland colony of Demerara
(now part of Guyana) was convulsed by a major slave rebellion, involving
between 9,000 and 12,000 slaves and about sixty plantations. It was one
of the three "late" Anglo-Caribbean slave uprisings, and along with the
rebellions in Barbados in 1816 and in Jamaica in 1831-32, it significantly
affected the course of the abolition debate in Britain, accelerating the
eventual passage of the Act of Emancipation in 1833. Emilia Viotti da
Costa has given us an excellent full-length study of the Demerara uprising,
which is likely to be recognized as the definitive work on the topic.

As she points out, the documentation on the events in Demerara in 1823
is abundant: missionary diaries and correspondence, the papers and publi-
cations of the London Missionary Society (LMS), records of the Colonial
Office in London and the colonial government in Georgetown (including
the rich papers of the Fiscals, who served in theory as Protectors of the
Slaves in Demerara), letters and journals of those participating in the re-
pression, voluminous trial records, Parliamentary inquiries and Blue Books,
and colonial newspapers (of which Demerara, a colony with about 2,500
whites in 1823, had three). This abundance of source materials has made
possible a richly detailed study, not only of the rebellion, but of the whole
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world inhabited by slaves, planters, officials, and missionaries at the time.
It has also led the author to a mild degree of verbal overkill, such as the
lengthy description of John Smith's voyage out to Guyana, or the entire
paragraph devoted to his problems with his horse and chaise; some judi-
cious editing, this reviewer feit, would have produced a shorter book, and
perhaps a better one. Yet the detailed narration and analysis, the thick de-
scription, add up to a powerful if lengthy reconstruction of a tragic story.

Viotti da Costa intends to teil that story from multiple points of view:
those of the slaves (to the extent that the sources permit), the planters and
their agents, and the missionaries, especially John Wray and John Smith,
the two LMS ministers who worked in Demerara between 1808 and 1823.
She refuses to see the slaves as "passive victims" of cruelty and oppres-
sion from their owners, as the missionaries often did, or as gullible children
manipulated for sinister ends by anti-slavery preachers, as the planters
claimed to. She weaves them into her analysis as fully conscious agents,
developing an ideology of "rights" to be fiercely defended, and well
aware of shifts in the balance of power in their favor during the years after
1808, including the arrival of the LMS men. Chapter 2 provides an ex-
cellent analysis of the situation of the Demerara slaves in the two decades
before 1823. Since the colony definitively entered the British empire in
1803, massive capital investment, expansion of commodity production, and
a post-1808 shift from cotton and coffee to sugar (still incomplete on the
east coast in 1823), coinciding with the end of slave imports from Africa in
1806, had all led to a deterioration in the slaves' lives. The managers re-
quired longer hours and a faster pace of work, they gave less time for
provision cultivation and fewer allowances of food, "privileges" were cut
back, supervision was made more intense, and sales and family separations
became more frequent. All this amounted to a serious encroachment of the
slaves' "rights." Demerara slaves protested vigorously (at times with suc-
cess) against these encroachments, to managers and owners, "attorneys"
and the Fiscals; for, as Viotti da Costa puts it, "while masters dreamt of
total power and blind obedience, slaves perceived slavery as a system of
reciprocal obligations." And the "rights" were expanded whenever cir-
cumstances changed and the balance of power shifted: the arrival of the
missionaries allowed them to publicly claim the "right" to have Sundays
off and to attend chapel on Sundays and on weekday nights.

Despite the limitations of the sources, Viotti da Costa is able to unravel
the ideologies of the Demerara slaves in the last decades of slavery. The
documentation is far fuller, of course, on the ideologies of the LMS mis-
sionaries, and Chapters 3 and 4 explore the mental world of Wray and
Smith, as well as that of their superiors in England. The tensions in the
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missionary discourse in a slave society - equality before God and brother-
hood of all believers versus submission to masters - are brilliantly dis-
sected, as is the wide gap between the intent of the message preached by
Wray and Smith and its reception by the slaves. These tensions, and that
gap, made the path of the men of God precarious indeed. In the years of
Smith's ministry in Demerara (1817-23), events in both the Caribbean and
Britain polarized the slave societies. Threatened by anti-slavery and irri-
tated by "interference" from London and from the missionaries, the whites
saw the LMS men as their enemies; 1823 would provide an opportunity
for vengeance.

The second half of the book - Chapters 5, 6, and 7 - narrate and
analyze the events immediately before the actual uprising of August 1823,
the course of the rebellion, the repression and the trials (including that of
John Smith), and the repercussions of the whole episode in the Caribbean
and Britain. Viotti da Costa provides an immensely detailed reconstruction
of the events, again from "multiple points of view," giving full weight to
the ideas, aims, and actions of the men who planned and led the uprising.
The basic "cause" of the revolt was the inherent desire to be free, but re-
bellion "crystallised" along the east coast of Demerara in August 1823 for
three main reasons. First, there was the steady deterioration of the slaves'
working lives and the encroachments on their "rights" ever since 1803,
but accelerating since 1816. Second was their appropriation of some of the
missionary rhetoric for their own purposes, and their new sense that they
had powerful allies (the King, Massa Wilberforce, and Smith and his
colleagues). And third, rumors swept Demerara, in weeks before August
1823, that the King had sent "new laws" to the colony, laws which either
granted complete freedom or, at the least, guaranteed three free days each
week, and which were being withheld by the planters.

The evidence does not suggest that the leaders wanted to seize the
colony, destroy the plantations, or eliminate the whites. Rather, they in-
tended to force the governor to grant freedom or (at a minimum) three free
days. White men were put in the stocks and sometimes whipped or beaten,
but not killed (except in two or three cases when they fired on the rebels).
The reprisals, inevitably, were brutal, and Viotti da Costa tells the grisly
story well. Nearly 300 slaves were killed by the troops or "executed"
after "trials" in the field or later in Georgetown, heads were impaled along
the public roads, and Quamina's corpse was hung in chains outside his
plantation, in savage "rituals of terror." Smith himself was tried for high
treason and sentenced to death; he died in jail awaiting news of a pardon
from the King. This, of course, became a cause celèbre, and it was Smith
who became the great "martyr" of Demerara or (viewed from the opposite
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side) the villain of the piece. Smith had won his "crown of glory," but let
us give the last word to the slaves, who told the governor on the first day
of the rising: "God had made them of the same flesh and blood as the
whites; they were tired of being slaves; their good King had sent order
that they should be free; and they would not work anymore."

13 Chapters of a History of Belize. ASSAD SHOMAN. Belize City: Angelus,
1994. xviii + 344 pp. (Paper US$ 12.50)

GRANT D. JONES
Department of Anthropology & Sociology
Davidson College
Davidson NC 28036, U.S.A.

This book is, to the best of my knowledge, the first comprehensive, schol-
arly social and political history of Belize by a Belizean. Assad Shoman's
political and educational role in modern Belizean history provides him a
unique perspective as an "insider." Trained in law and international rela-
tions in the United Kingdom, between 1971 and 1984, he served as Head
of the Belizean Independence Secretariat, Attorney General, Senator, and
Representative, holding three cabinet ministries. Abandoning party politics
in 1985, he has since been active in popular political and social education
through his work with a Belize-based NGO, Society for the Promotion of
Education and Research (SPEAR).

Shoman's previous writings include Land in Belize, 1751-1981 (with
O. Nigel Bolland), two school textbooks on Belizean history and social
policy, and articles on foreign and domestic policy. With the exception of
Land in Belize, however, his work is not well known outside the country.
13 Chapters of a History of Belize, while addressed to a Belizean audi-
ence in particular, is compelling material for those concerned not only with
Belize but also the comparative history of British colonialism and the polit-
ical struggles for defining national identities in the post-independence era.

Chapter 1 synthesizes recent ethnohistorical research that challenges
claims that Belize had little or no colonial history before the British came.
Extending Belizean history back to the Spanish conquest and coloniza-
tion of a pre-existing Maya population, Shoman concludes that, con-trary
to popular belief, the contemporary Mayas of Belize have a deep history
in the country. In Chapter 2 he describes how a small number of logwood
and mahogany cutters, squatters with origins in British piracy, managed
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during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to establish a system of
Town Meetings that legitimized monopoly land holdings "in which a
dozen men controlled most of the land and the slaves" (p. 27). He intro-
duces social themes to which he returns throughout the book, including
the role of women and exploited minority populations (in this case the
resident Mayas) as forces of both active and passive resistance. His ac-
count of the 1798 Spanish-British "Battle of St. George's Caye" contra-
dicts still-held myths, rooted in the dominant colonial culture, that loyal,
grateful slaves risked their lives for their British masters.

Chapter 3 emphasizes the cruelty of the slavery system of Belize, the
extent of slave rebellions and escapes to neighboring countries and ma-
roon communities, and the repressiveness of post-emancipation labor
practices. By the time of the establishment of the Crown Colony in 1871
Belizean everyday political and economie life was dominated by a small
minority elite of "free coloureds," later labeled "Creoles," whose power
was defined by individual wealth (Chapter 4). Their monopolistic role was
further strengthened through the support of colonial authorities in the face
of the arrival of new, sometimes resistant, populations of Garifuna, Maya,
and Spanish-speaking people that increased the colony's population ten-
fold by 1900 (Chapters 4-5).

Shoman then describes (Chapter 6-8) the process by which metropol-
itan political and economie (largely agricultural) interests (first British, then
primarily U.S.) gained increasing control over Belize beginning in the nine-
teenth century. These colonial interests enabled both Creole cultural for-
mation and Creole domination over other ethnic groups. Although a series
of workers' riots and organized movements ultimately led to the formation
of the first Belizean workers' union in 1939, the growth of the nationalist
movement, described in Chapter 9, resulted in a de-emphasis on class
struggle. The result was a new middle-class (i.e. Creole) agenda that em-
phasized self-government and fostered the rise of political parties but
failed to challenge the economie and racial inequities of the status quo.

Chapter 10, a richly informative account of attempts to pluralize the
now self-ruling political process during the 1960s, concludes that little was
accomplished other than an increased political awareness through chal-
lenges to "the prevailing system." Furthermore, the issue of Guatemalan
claims to Belize - which dominated, unproductively, much of the political
rhetoric during this period - has continued to work against positive
political development and social reform even since Belize's achievement
of independence in 1981 (Chapter 11). The final two chapters assess the
problems facing a country with an entrenched political culture eager to
respond positively to global pressures for privatization and liberalized
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foreign trade but slow to address deep and troubling social issues. Shoman
raises the specter of a state that responds to poverty-driven urban crime by
force, concluding with an impassioned call for an increasing activism by
new "civil society" and "social" movements in "reopening the questions
of power and of democracy in society" and defining "a radical change of
consciousness" (p. 317). Of these forces he cites the feminist movement as
being particularly "indispensable" in articulating such challenges.

Shoman follows his theoretical thread consistently, writes with powerful
conviction, and makes historical details come alive. It therefore seems in-
evitable that this book will have a profound impact on a country as small
as Belize. Although many of his historical interpretations will agitate and
anger some national readers, his success in addressing issues in terms that
are accessible and interesting to younger and politically disaffected
readers will undoubtedly generate some of the intense intellectual political
debate that he wishes for. At the same time, this is a book with genuinely
scholarly merit, incorporating the greater body of recent research and
writing, including unpublished dissertation research. It is one of those rare
popular works that future historians will not be able to ignore - and that
will be part of Belize's political discourse for some time to come.

REFERENCE

SHOMAN, ASSAD& O. NIGEL BOLLAND, 1977. Land in Belize, 1765-1871. Kingston:
Institute of Social and Economie Research, University of the West Indies.

Tobago in Wartime 1793-1815. K.O. LAURENCE. Kingston: The Press,
University of the West Indies, 1995. viii + 280 pp. (Paper J$ 290, US$
13.00)

DONALDWOOD
Institute of Commonwealth Studies
University of London
London WC1B 5DS, United Kingdom

A scholarly study of a small West lndian colony during the Napoleonic
wars is welcome on several counts. In the first place smaller territories have
usually been neglected by Caribbean historians in favor of the larger ones.
To have an analytical study of Tobago in its own right, and not merely
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languishing in the shadow of Trinidad, helps to redress the balance. More-
over Keith Laurence entwines two important strands of the historian's art
in this well-researched book. The more usual in West Indian historical
writing these days is an internat analysis of a society at a time of deep
change. The ending of the slave trade in 1807 was upset enough for all
the British colonies, however sturdy they were. But Tobago was a young,
even pioneering, plantation economy that was only just settling down
after the Seven Years' War following a century or so of short-lived and
often anarchical occupations by Kurlanders, Dutch, French, and British
and, twice indeed, by pirates. But the rivalry had narrowed down before
the French Revolution to the formidable colonial contest between Britain
and France.

The French, who had acquired Tobago in 1783 by the Treaty of Ver-
sailles, lost it to the British in 1793. The usual tensions which fester in slave
plantation societies were now heightened by the unpredictable compli-
cations of a long global war. The effects of this on Tobago form the sec-
ond strand of the analysis. If the first strand bends inward to examine slave
society and race relations, the consultation and government, the economy,
and religion (or the lack of it), the second returns to the broad horizons of
Admiral Mahan and to the eighteenth-century world of diplomacy, trade
and war where the chart of the Caribbean Sea, delineating rich shores and
islands, would be unrolled in European chancelleries whenever there was
a whiff of crisis.

Although no Gibraltar or Cape of Good Hope, Tobago was an attractive
pawn in the grand strategy of war, and more so than its size warranted.
With its defensible and sheltered Man of War Bay (the name itself is
telling), Tobago lies to the windward of Trinidad, Grenada, and St. Vincent,
and holding it was strategically useful in the days of sail. But Tobago was
at the same time a slave society and therefore doubly full of forebodings.
At one moment the English colonists dreaded the effects on their plan-
tations of the short-lived abolition of slavery in the early passions of the
French Revolution; then again, as familiar trading patterns became dis-
rupted, they fretted at the dearth of American provisions or at delays to the
convoys bringing Irish beef and potatoes, and English manufactures, the
early fruits of the Industrial Revolution; at other times panicky rumors
spread of a French squadron in the offing to reinforce the usual swarm of
privateers. And the whites knew that what happened on far battlefields,
such as Austerlitz or Jena, might well have a bearing on their own future
during the give and take of a peace conference.

It is clear from Laurence's account that the society of Tobago was
balanced on a knife edge because of its small size as well as by the war.
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In 1794 there were only about 400 whites of whom about 50 were French,
and some 240 free coloreds of whom only about 70 were males; there
were about 16,000 slaves. The garrison, often sickly, would barely suffice
against either insurrection or invasion; it was hard to find suitable can-
didates for public office. It was a far cry from the feverish bustle of wartime
Jamaica or the economie boom in the conquered Dutch colonies of Ber-
bice and Demerara.

The Governor, Sir William Young, received no despatches from London
between February 1808 and February 1813 apart from one disallowing
two Acts in 1809; a precocious example of the later imperial doctrine of
leaving things to the man on the spot. Nevertheless Young went on send-
ing his own to London, however dispiriting it may have been. These des-
patches and the other papers of this able man are valuable primary sources
for Tobago and they are well used in this readable book.

Tobago in Wartime happily complements Jean-Claude Nardin's study
of an earlier phase in the history of Tobago.

REFERENCE

NARDIN, JEAN-CLAUDE, 1969. La mise en valeur de l'isle de Tabago (1763-1783).
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Montserrat: History of a Caribbean Colony. HOWARD A. FERGUS. Lon-
don: Macmillan Caribbean, 1994. x + 294 pp. (Paper £12.95)

TREVOR BURNARD
Department of History
University of Canterbury
Private Bag 4800, Christchurch, New Zealand

Montserrat has not, until this book, been honored by a general history. For
this reason alone, Howard Fergus's concise, well-written, and informative
study is very welcome. That it is lively in tone, judicious in its treatment of
the major events in Montserrat's history, and the result of a considerable
amount of archival research and personal knowledge by a Montserratian
privy to insider information makes this work an important addition to the
small literature on the small islands of the Lesser Antilles.

Howard Fergus is a native son of Montserrat and a man of some dis-
tinction in politics and education. His book is intended for the general
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reader, especially Montserratians, and will serve well as a school text. But
it also has much of interest for specialists in Caribbean history. In partic-
ular, Fergus helps to isolate not only the ways in which Montserrat's his-
tory fits into the normal pattern of West Indian development (European
invasion and settlement, sugar and slavery, emancipation and economie
diversification, the rise of working class movements, and some cultural and
political nationalism), but also how Montserrat is different and how variety
as much as similarity marks the history of Caribbean islands.

There are four ways in which Montserrat's history is different from the
history of, say, Barbados or Antigua. The first relates to its small size and,
more importantly, its peculiar geography. Although sugar was grown in
Montserrat, the island was not ideal for that erop. Limited arable land,
dangerous proximity to predations from the French, rapid soil exhaustion,
and the relative attraction of other crops such as cotton, meant that sugar
had a relatively brief ascendancy, declining in importance as early as the
173Os. Second, the presence of considerable numbers of Irish settlers until
the end of slavery gave Montserrat an interesting ethnic complexity. In
many ways, the Irish functioned much like free blacks or Jews elsewhere in
the Caribbean - politically excluded, concentrated in activities outside
sugar production, and forming a not always trustworthy middle group be-
tween English planters and African slaves. Fergus, undoubtedly correctly,
dismisses the long-term influence of Irish settlers on Montserrat culture
but, although the Irish failed to make an impact over the long run, their im-
portance in the short term as a free but not dominant alternative to English
models and English power makes Montserrat especially interesting for
scholars interested in class, race, and ethnicity in plantation societies. As
Fergus notes, the Irish, concentrated in the south of the island, were a col-
ony within a colony with this area more similar to southern St. Domingue
and the Jamaican interior than to Antigua or Barbados.

Another difference occurred after emancipation. In Fergus's best chap-
ter, on establishing a free society, he describes why a free peasantry was
slow to develop, blaming this mainly on métairie, a system of sharecrop-
ping, and on the backwardness of Montserrat in terms of technology and
education. Interestingly, he gives much credit in this difficult period to
the Montserrat Company, the largest employer in the island and a model
example of benevolent capitalism. One of the strengths of this book is
Fergus's willingness to be fair to people and institutions that he does not
necessarily agree with. This evenhandedness is most apparent where Fer-
gus dwells (perhaps excessively) on the recent history of Montserrat. His
nuanced discussion of the virtues and vices of William Bramble, the charis-
matic unionist and political leader, is especially good. In this section, the
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distinctive feature is Montserrat's continued commitment to colonialism.
Montserrat remains colonial partly because of its size but mainly because
of the constitutional safeguards and economie benefits that attachment to
Britain brings. One criticism of this book might be the limited attention that
is paid to Montserrat's relationship with Britain and the wider Caribbean.
Another is the inadequate index and an occasional lapse into circumlo-
cution near the end of the work. Yet these minor critici sms should not
detract from what is a stimulating and thoughtful history of a small but not
insignificant island.

The Spanish-American War: Conflict in the Caribbean and the Pacific,
1895-1902. JOSEPH SMITH. London: Longman, 1994. ix + 262 pp. (Paper
n.p.)

JOHN L. OFFNER
History Department
Shippensburg University
Shippensburg PA 17257, U.S.A.

Joseph Smith provides a well-written synthesis of the current literature on
the Spanish-American War. Smith utilizes many more U.S. sources than
Spanish ones, which results in a denser American account of the war; he
gives much less attention to Spanish developments, and there is only a
sketch of Cuban and Filipino military campaigns. More attention is paid to
Cuba than to the Philippines. Although the title specifies a period from
1895 to 1902, three fourths of the text is devoted to 1898 events. The
monograph is primarily a military history of 1898; it contains a brief over-
view of the causes of the war and a summary look at the results of the war
in Cuba and the Philippines. There is very little from 1895 to 1898 on the
Spanish-Cuban War, and almost nothing on the American-Filipino War
from 1899 to 1902.

The monograph, part of the Modern Wars in Perspective series edited
by B.W. Collins and H.M. Scott, is a narrative description of the war and
contains little analysis. Smith does speculate, however, that the U.S. con-
centration of troops and frontal attack on the Spanish defenses of
Santiago de Cuba foreshadowed the massive First World War assaults on
fixed positions with large losses of life. Countering this interpretation,
Smith details the efforts of General William Shafter to negotiate the sur-
render of Santiago, the decision of General Nelson Miles to invade
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southern Puerto Rico in order to avoid an assault on Puerto Rican forti-
fications, and the success of Admiral George Dewey in arranging a token
bombardment and assault on Manila that led to a Spanish surrender of the
city. These diplomatic and military maneuvers show that U.S. military com-
manders sought to avoid direct attacks on heavily defended positions that
might have resulted in large losses of American lives. Thus, the argument
that the Spanish-American War foreshadowed the catastrophic combat of
World War I is not well sustained.

In handling the various controversial issues of the U.S. war effort, Smith
tends to avoid issues; he is slow to condemn and often sympathetic to the
Americans. He depicts President William McKinley as being in charge of
policy and generally effective in his role. He understands the difficulties
the U.S. War Department faced in mobilizing and prosecuting the war.
National politics placed constraints on the McKinley administration, time
was short, and military experience was lacking. Given these problems, the
War Department rapidly trained and equipped a large army that effectively
invaded distant lands. Smith views Secretary of War Russell Alger with
more understanding than most Americans were willing to concede by the
end of 1898. As for the failure of cooperation and coordination of the
senior army and navy officers in Cuba, Smith takes no sides. He also
avoids altogether the bitter Sampson-Schley controversy over the naval
battle of Santiago de Cuba that tarnished the U.S. victory. Nothing is said
about the deplorable marksmanship of the U.S. Navy during the Santiago
battle, nor is there any criticism of Theodore Roosevelt and Shafter over
the Round Robin letter that so disturbed McKinley as peace negotiations
got underway with Spain. Smith is less sympathetic toward the Spanish
conduct of the war; he questions the Spanish naval tactics at Manila and
Santiago de Cuba and the army's failure in Cuba.

This volume contains an excellent annotated bibliography of the major
works on the war. It does not, however, provide adequate maps. The five
maps are insufficient to follow many of the events noted in the text. The
Cuban map omits provincial boundaries and the reader may mistake pro-
vincial capitals for provinces of the same name. The battle maps for San-
tiago de Cuba and Manila provide no information on geographic features,
roads, trails, fortifications, or troop placements and movements. For more
comprehensive geographic information, the reader should consult David
Trask's The War with Spain in 1898, which this volume does not super-
sede. Nevertheless, Smith offers a readable account that is consistent with
the current scholarly literature on the Spanish-American War.
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Caribbean prehistory, archaeology, and early ethnohistory are essentially
the subject of this research tool/bibliography, recently published as part of
a collection on ancient civilizations (for which the concept of "Ancient"
is perhaps more appropriate) by Weeks and Ferbel. Such a book would be
reason enough to celebrate with anticipation were it not its many incon-
gruities which are surprising from a collection supposed to be in the hands
of proper specialists. Neither of the two co-authors have to my knowledge
any connection with Caribbean studies.

This drawback is painfully evident in the treatment of the subject which
is limited to the West lndian islands, yet inconsistently includes the Dutch
islands of Curacao, Bonaire, and Aruba (which belong to another part of
the continent) in association with the small Dutch island of Saba in the
Lesser Antilles. The book is essentially an annotated bibliography with
comments, organized under various divisions and headings. It begins with
a summary of the "Ancient" period in the Caribbean past; the authors'
discussion of prehistory and archaeology appears to be derived essentially
from a recent book by Rouse (1992) on the Tainos, but with some painful
misunderstandings. Certainly, there was never a connecting land bridge
between the islands and the continent at any time during its human past,
as the authors seem to believe, to explain its initial peopling; the descrip-
tion of settlement distribution in the Lesser Antilles as being found "on
the banks of fertile river valleys" only reveals the authors' lack of famili-
arity with these insular landscapes.

Emphasis is on English-language references, but a considerable number
of sources in Spanish, and some in French (as well as one untranslated
Russian title, the first entry in the book!) are included. The book's many
limitations are better summarized than listed in their entirety. There is a
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constant failure to emphasize major significant sources. Naive nineteenth-
century publications are often listed indiscriminately alongside sophisti-
cated modern works. There is total inconsistency in providing comments
and annotations. And what guided the authors in their selection of titles to
be annotated (I would guess less than half the entries) remains a mystery.
More damaging, their annotation efforts are often limited to a mere para-
phrase of the titles; as one example among many, the annotation for a
paper by Rouse entitled "The concept of series in Bahamian archaeol-
ogy" reads: "a discussion of the series concept in Caribbean prehistory
using examples from Bahamian archaeology" (entry 490, p. 100). Further-
more, a short one- or two-page paper published in a popular magazine is
often presented as "major synthesis," whereas important recent works are
left unheralded. Finally, there is the irritating practice of citing significant
references in annotations of other titles, rather than as individual entries.

The organization by headings also suffers. Brief descriptions of stone
tools figure under "Social evolution and development"; and an early pa-
per of my own on the reptilian theme in Antillean art and mythology ap-
pears, to my surprise, under "Astronomy" (entry 461, p. 92), a subject
about which I must profess a total ignorance.

There are certainly more missing references than can be readily ac-
counted for. Among the most regrettable were some of the early choniclers
on the culture of the Caribs and Tainos (not separated in the text), as listed
in the table of contents, and neither the major author on Carib culture,
Father Breton nor F. Du Tertre appears, although Breton's works are
scattered elsewhere in various annotations. There are also some titles that
do not belong to the book's subject, such as an obscure paper on "Carib
hatchets" from Morocco. Curiously, the entire massive contents of the
sixteen volumes of proceedings from the international congresses of
Caribbean archaeology published since 1961 are presented by individual
volumes (pp. 64-77), under the heading "New Directions." These often
contain a wealth of papers of unique importance in view of the scarcity of
publication outlets on Caribbean archaeology and ethnohistory, yet these
papers are neither grouped elsewhere by headings nor annotated, which
would have been helpful for research. One indeed wonders how this book
was written: the shuffling of a few cards, or the pushing of a few buttons
and keys?

Despite all the rather awkward aspects of this research tooi, one major
redeeming factor is found, almost by surprise, in the detailed chapter on
Cuba (pp. 109-37). Here is an unexpected abundance of rare references
which is, however, only half a blessing, considering that most of them are
today practically impossible to find. Likewise, substantial sections on the
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Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico will be useful. Once again, one is
confronted with a work intended for a broad readership for which it is
fundamentally misleading. I know from experience that the work has al-
ready been cited as the last authoritative statement on the subject. But
only the discriminating specialist will be able to take full advantage of the
book's more useful contributions. Yet, when it was time for me to seek
bibliographical details for the reference listed below, I was not able to find
it readily in the book and had to go to the original publication.
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These two recent books analyzing U.S.-Caribbean relations, and Carib-
bean options in the context of a changing world economy are less than
satisfactory. Each relies overly on rhetoric and not enough on empirical
studies.

Anthony Maingot is an accomplished and prolific watcher of the Carib-
bean. This time he loosely and incoherently stitches together two books in
one. He adds to the confusion by defining the Caribbean as "the islands
and the bordering mainland" while in the text skipping around between
countries and leaving others out almost entirely.

The opening six chapters of U.S.-Caribbean history are neither chrono-
logical, nor coherent, nor comprehensive. Instead they begin in 1823, thus
leaving out the important interactions during and after the American
Revolution. The text almost totally ignores trade, economie aid, and politi-
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cal and cultural relations in favor of focusing on U.S. covert and overt
interventions in British Guiana, Guatemala, Cuba, and Costa Rica. The
result is neither history nor analysis, but rather an offering of the author's
personal views on a limited number of events. There is no use of publicly
available U.S. diplomatic archives or of the recent talks between Russian
and American participants concerning the Cuban missile crisis.

The five chapters on current problems are more interesting if also
plagued by an arbitrary, poorly linked character. The best is a chapter on
international narcotics trafficking in the Caribbean and its spreading of
corruption. Alas, Maingot has nothing to say about what should be done,
nor does he have any policy recommendations in a hasty chapter about
the ills of offshore banking and financial services.

A chapter on migration and development sticks to the West Indies and
its brain drain, leaving readers to guess what is happening elsewhere in the
region. Here again, we read pastiche rather than a coherent essay. The
chapter on Haiti has been overtaken by recent events, and fails to place
Haiti in any Caribbean context in spite of the extensive involvement of
some of the country's neighbors in its prolonged tragedy.

Maingot's conclusion discusses something called "sovereign consent"
and proposes that the electorate in open elections, as in Puerto Rico, and
not the political elites, should make the decisions on independence, auton-
omy, and colonial rule.

A major flaw of this book is its failure to discuss or explain U.S. policy-
making processes toward the Caribbean and the involved players. There is
no explanation of why and how U.S. policy has evolved, changed, and
been implemented.

This quickie book also suffers from poor editing. The text is laden with
names of hundreds of people who are never identified, not even in the
footnotes. Page 246, for example, quotes Kenneth N. Waltz and Gunnar
Myrdal without telling us who they are.

Editor Hilbourne Watson and twelve contributors purport to examine
the current state of Caribbean economies and their future options in the
light of a world economy hell-bent on a technological revolution. This is
an attractive idea which does not work.

The key introduction describes a non-existent world economy totally
dominated by breakthrough technological innovation. The reality is that in
the mid-1990s high technology is responsible for only 25 percent of world
trade, tourism and services account for 20 percent, and labor-intensive,
manufactured goods remain a major export sector, as in China. Trevor
Harker's sober chapter on the dismal West Indian economie performance
during the 1990s helps make up for a poor introduction.
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The chapters by Winston Griffith and Dennis Pantin on appropriate eco-
nomie theory and techno-industrial policy are flops. Advocating that the
West Indies upgrade its technologies to compete in global markets begs
the question. Which technologies and with which human resources and
infrastructures, and with what incentives? Amazingly, nowhere in this
book is there an analysis of the current science and technology resources
in the region, or a consideration of the role of the University of the West
Indies, the most important research institution. Instead there is redundant
rhetoric about the lack of technological entrepreneurs and the risk-aver-
sion behavior of local "merchant capitalists."

Editor Watson provides a chapter on the Jamaican garment industry
which calls for "technological restructuring" without ever spelling out
what this would entail. Alex Dupuy contributes a chapter from his book to
argue for a basic needs strategy as opposed to an export-oriented one in
Haiti. He does not relate his proposed strategy to the theme of the book.

Two Cuban Central Bank economists manage, in their chapter, to blame
everyone except the Cuban government for Cuba's current economie cri-
sis. Their essay is blatant propaganda intended to convince readers that if
only U.S. economie sanctions were lifted, Cuba would be prosperous.
Watson looks at the semi-conductor industry in Barbados as another ex-
ample of the need for national technological restructuring without an in-
dication of how this can be done or what it would involve. Much of his
work and that of other contributors ignores the studies of "learning by
doing" via shop-floor, incremental technological progress rather than via
breakthroughs.

An informed chapter by Cecilia Green sketches the historical status of
West Indian working women to the present. When she pleads for placing
gender relations "at the center of any program of social transformation,"
this reader had no idea what she meant. Rhetoric is no substitute for ideas.

Chapters by Linden Lewis and Lawrence Nurse discuss the effects of
privatization on Caribbean economies and trade unions. The failure to
generate or use empirical data from the region makes their proposals vacu-
ous. Why have so many public enterprises in the West Indies operated
with long-term losses and what should be done about this in economies in
recession? All the pontificating about the dangers of privatization fails to
address ugly, long-standing realities.

Three Puerto Rican economists contribute a helpful, empirically based
chapter on how Puerto Rico has used tax shelters to extend economie and
technological ties to the other islands. They have doubts as to whether
this can continue but at least they explain what has happened and why,
and who has benefited.
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The conclusion by editor Watson is redundant. It is another plea for a
technological restructuring of Caribbean economies to enable them to
compete in a global economy. Again there is no explanation of how this is
to be done or what economie sectors should be targeted - only a laundry
list of false and real obstacles.

A changing world economy absorbing technological changes, most
incremental, does require the Caribbean to respond. However, this book
does not consider the response of tourism, the leading industry in the
region, or the promising export of services. It is focused, to the extent that
it is focused, on the assembly plant export of components. The need to
build with limited resources an indigenous technological capability for
exports scarcely rates a mention and there is no discussion of how it can
be achieved.

These books are especially disappointing because they are by proven,
competent academies deeply concerned with the future of the Caribbean.
Perhaps the exigencies of commercial publishing have led them to write
too fast in a rhetorical mode without doing the needed empirical home-
work.

The Myth of the Male Breadwinner: Women and Industrialization in the
Caribbean. HELEN I. SAFA. Boulder CO: Westview, 1995. xvi + 208 pp.
(Cloth US$ 55.00, Paper US$ 18.95)

BILL MAURER
Department of Anthropology
University of California
Irvine CA 92697, U.S.A.

What are the implications of women's entry into the industrial workforce
for their empowerment at the level of the household, workplace, and po-
litical arena? Helen Safa's book compares the experiences of women in
Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba to provide an insightful
commentary on the gendered dimensions of the international division of
labor. She documents changes in women's status as Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic moved from import-substitution to export-led indus-
trialization, and as Cuba adopted "material incentives" and market re-
forms. The book is based on survey data supplemented by interviews with
women garment and textile workers. In all three countries, Safa finds that
the primary locus of women's subordination has shifted from the "private
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patriarchy" of husbands and fathers, to the "public patriarchy" of the
workplace and political arena where the "myth of the male breadwinner"
continues to dictate factory and state policy. The experience of wage
work has given women new authority in their homes. While this new-
found voice has not translated itself into successful political action, it has
provided women with a sense of self-worth in increasingly trying eco-
nomie times. As one woman remarked, "a person who works has rights"
(pp. 84-85).

The book is divided into six chapters. The first outlines state policies
and industrialization patterns. The second addresses changing forms of
patriarchy in the Caribbean, from the casa/calle distinction that relegated
women to the domestic sphere, to occupational segregation in the work-
place and unresponsive unions and political parties. The third, fourth, and
fifth chapters deal with Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, and Cuba,
respectively. The sixth summarizes the book's findings and relates them to
other research on women and industrialization.

Among the more important variables for understanding women's em-
powerment and subordination within and across the three cases are inter-
national trade relationships, state policies, women's marital status, wom-
en's age cohort, and men's economie marginalization. State policy in all
three countries helped determine the levels and character of women's
labor force participation. The failure of Puerto Rico's Operation Bootstrap
after fuel price increases in the 1970s led the state to retool industry to-
ward export and service provision. The end of U.S. sugar import quotas in
the 1980s led to the Dominican currency devaluation, which in turn en-
couraged export manufacturing by reducing the cost of labor. In Cuba,
state efforts to mitigate women's "doublé day" and guarantee shared re-
sponsibility for housework failed along with the sugar erop in the 1970s.
"Material incentives" replaced "moral" ones, and, together with market
reforms and the collapse of the Soviet Union, further hindered women's
full participation in the public arena.

Where women's earnings essentially replace those previously garnered
by men, as in Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic, conjugal instability
often results and women find themselves bearing the burden of providing
for their household. Where women and men together provide for the
household, women find themselves in a better position in relation to men
(p. 183). Yet across the board, women still subscribe to an ideology that
places their contributions as mothers and housewives above their con-
tributions as breadwinners and workers. In Puerto Rico, Safa finds young-
er women more concerned with their own personal advancement than
worker solidarity while older women who tend to be heads of households
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resist remarriage but are also cynical and isolated (pp. 81-82). In the
Dominican Republic, women maintained that unions were men's business,
and married women who contributed to the household economy and
gained authority because of it still viewed men as the household heads
(p. 114). Meanwhile, "the erosion of the man's role as economie provider
has led some men to tighten their control over women" (p. 118) and some
women to subscribe to a patriarchal view of women's place even as they
themselves do not rest easily within it. In Cuba, the Revolution led to
greater sexual freedom and a greater awareness of women's issues. But
sexual freedom meant more children at an earlier age, while housing short-
ages produced three-generation households. Three-generation households
tend to increase the authority of elders and, with it, a more traditional
sexual division of household labor (pp. 135, 143). With more women in
each household, men feel little pressure to share in domestic tasks, despite
a Family Code requiring their contribution to household labor (p. 136).
Although women in Cuba enjoy a greater public presence than women in
Puerto Rico or the Dominican Republic through the Communist Party,
unions, and mass organizations, they nevertheless tend to place their do-
mestic responsibilities above their paid labor.

The argument that wage work increases women's liberation and sense
of individual rights is a familiar one. It has been criticized by feminists who
argued that women lost the power they had had in kin-based societies
when they were drawn into an industrial work force which may have paid
them wages, but at a level insufficient to maintain a household without
a husband. Safa makes a significant contribution to this debate in three
ways. First, by illuminating women's experience of industrialization in the
periphery, she rectifies its European and American focus. Second, by em-
phasizing the international economie system in which women find jobs
and make life decisions, she shows that the debate cannot simply be
addressed from a local or a national perspective. Third, and most impor-
tant, by focusing on changing models of industrialization, she highlights
international patterns of inequality and the state policies and practices
responsibie for them. The theoretical debate between those who see wage
work as emancipatory and those who see it as robbing women of their tra-
ditional authority is shifted to new terrain and considerably enriched. Safa,
documenting the effects of the new global feminization of labor, shows
that the impact of paid labor is contradictory for women, increasing their
economie autonomy while leaving intact the myth of the male bread-
winner and women's responsibilities in the home.
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The Trouble in Suriname is the long awaited sequel to The Difficult
Flowering of Surinam, Edward Dew's well-known and much consulted
study, published in 1978. The latter work provides a sound description of
Suriname's political developments in the decades preceding independ-
ence. Drawing upon pioneering achievements by Arend Lijphart, Dew
uses the concept of consociationalism (i.e. government by a multiparty,
multiethnic "elite cartel") to explain cross-ethnic resource and power
sharing in Suriname politics. He aptly demonstrates that the initial success
of consociationalism, guaranteeing reasonable stability in the 1958-67
period, was superseded by ethnic polarization in the years following 1967.
The disruption of parliamentary democracy came to a head around 1975,
when the country obtained sovereignty. Yet, in the concluding chapter of
that book, Dew displayed confidence in Suriname politicians returning to
consociationalism.

In this more recent study Dew chronicles the events covering the bridal
days of sovereignty, the military-led administration between 1980 and
1987, and the subsequent process of redemocratization. The similarities
with his earlier volume are striking. There is the same well-informed guide,
skillfully disclosing the complex functioning of race, class, and ideology in
a small-scale society. Newspaper clippings and interviews constitute his
main sources. The title of the book refers to his principal interest: "in-
escapable ethnicity" as the major force in politics. According to Dew, the
irony of Suriname's recent history lies in the fact that the military takeover
of 1980 was meant to transcend ethnic politics, but produced excesses and
failures ultimately leading to the restoration of consociationalism. In his
opinion the formation of the (New) Front for Democracy and Development
and its victory in the 1987 and 1991 elections are convincing proof of this.

Since it offers a lucid and rather detailed account of Suriname's post-
independence history, The Trouble in Suriname will definitely attract an
audience interested in the republic's present-day complications. Those
readers will particularly benefit from the book's qualities as a reference
work. However, it does not analyze or evaluate the intricate decoloniza-
tion process Suriname has been experiencing since 1975. Indeed, ref-
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erences to this process are few. This is partly due to Dew's working
method. He tends to stick to his sources, reconstructing Suriname's do-
mestic affairs minutely. Only occasionally does he manage to rise above
his material and dissociate himself from the sequence of daily events.
Moreover, the concept of consociationalism may be useful to describe
some aspects of the twenty years under discussion, but proves inadequate
to answer the major questions involved.

For instance, in what way must the military interregnum be perceived
with respect to Suriname's decolonization process? Did the military con-
tribute to this process, developing institutions at the local level, raising
consciousness about the poor and dispossessed, boosting patriotism and
nationalism, and pointing out the dangers of ethnic politics? If so, should
Bouterse's NDP be viewed as the legitimate successor to Bruma's PNR?
Or did the military hamper the decolonization of society, considering its
impressive record of corruption and human rights violations? If so, in what
way did these actions affect the country and its people and what are their
long term consequences?

Another question: how are the traditional political parties to be judged
with respect to Suriname's decolonization process? Did they remain pas-
sive between 1980 and 1985 (apart from entering into secret negotiations
with each other and the military), or were they developing scenarios in-
tended to avoid the failures of the past and to move towards genuine po-
litical reform? Are their activities since 1985 a simple continuation of pre-
"revolutionary" strategies, or do they, mainly as a consequence of friction
between civilians and the military, represent an altered view on statecraft
and politics?

And what about the manoeuvres of the former mother country? To
what extent did the Dutch-Suriname relations frustrate or ease the process
of decolonization? Was The Hague correct in suspending the development
cooperation in 1982 or did this merely damage a country already under
severe pressure? What does the Frame Treaty concerning Friendship and
Closer Cooperation, which the Netherlands and Suriname concluded in
1992, imply? A return to semi-colonial standards or a decisive step in the
direction of a constructive partnership? In the book these questions are
neither posed nor investigated systematically.

Dew should be credited for his acknowledgment that The Trouble in
Suriname primarily scratches the surface and provides scholars challenges
for deeper and more meaningful analyses. Accordingly, his work can be
appreciated as a starting point and stimulus for further investigation, not
only on ethnicity or consociationalism, but on decolonization in the widest
sense of the term.
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In The Last Cacique, Jorge Heine provides an insightful appraisal of the
career of Benjamin Cole (1919-93), who was for twenty-four years the
mayor of Mayagüez, the principal city of the western third of Puerto Rico.
During the last sixteen years of Mayor Cole's tenure, he was also one of
the major figures of the Popular Democratie Party islandwide.

The first chapter of Heine's book reads like the work of a talented
young scholar who has not yet recovered from having written a doctoral
dissertation. By Chapter 4, however, Heine is well launched upon an ab-
sorbing account of Benjamin Cole's rise from poverty and obscurity to
political domination and wealth. Heine aptly describes Cole's life as "one
of the most fascinating political success stories in modern Puerto Rico"
(p. 3).

Early on he suggests that Cole's formidable self-sufficiency and inde-
pendence may have derived in part from his view of himself as an "out-
sider": although Cole's mother was Puerto Rican, his father was born in
the United States. It was as a sergeant in the U.S. Army, Heine tells us, that
Frank Cole participated in the 1898 invasion of western Puerto Rico. He
remained there as a telegrapher when the war was over and in due course
married a young woman from Ponce. They established a home in Maya-
güez, where Benjamin and his two brothers were born. Much older than
his wife, Frank died soon after the arrival of their third child. His widow
then married the owner of a small farm in Quemado, a hilly rural barrio of
Mayagüez, which became the boyhood home of her young sons.

By 1932, when Benjamin was thirteen, times had become so hard that
he had to drop out of school and try to earn money in the city. Soon reali-
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zing that he needed more education, he persuaded the nun in charge of
one of the best schools in Mayagüez to permit him to attend it without
charge in return for working part-time for the school. A few years later he
graduated with a diploma in commerce, which qualified him for a white-
collarjob.

According to Heine, Cole was eighteen years old and working in a
Mayagüez bank when he feil under the spell of Luis Munoz Marïn, who
was then in the process of organizing the Popular Democratie Party
throughout the island. Eager to be of use, Cole helped found the "PDP
Youth" in Mayagüez - and remained a loyal Popular Democrat for the rest
of his life. In 1947 he received a patronage appointment to the post of city
auditor, which he gave up after five years in order to enroll in the Uni-
versity of Puerto Rico in Rib Piedras. By that time he was thirty-three,
married, and the father of four children. Heine reports that in 1957 Cole
graduated magna cum laude, but does not explain how he managed to
complete the course with honors and at the same time provide for his
family.

In the fall of his final year (1956), the PDP organization in Mayagüez
nominated him as the party's candidate for election to Puerto Rico's
House of Representatives in San Juan. He won the November election by
a wide margin and took his seat in January 1957. From that moment on,
Benjamin Cole held public office continuously until a few days before his
death in January 1993 - a total of thirty-six years.

Heine reports that once in office Representative Cole "immediately
developed an ambitious agenda of large and small projects for Maya-
güez," such as new schools, roads, sewers, health care facilities, and port
improvements. Moreover, he was tenacious in badgering government
agencies to supply badly needed services to the rural bardos. Thanks to
Cole's efforts, Heine tells us, "the island's first Work-Study Center was
built in barrio Quemado" (p. 60). During his two terms in the House, water
mains were extended for the first time to many rural barrios, new schools
were built, public housing developments erected, and industrial parks
established. Heine cites as "particularly remarkable" Cole's "readiness to
question established procedures, to stand up to the House leadership, to
step on toes, and generally to refuse to bow to the hallowed mores of the
legislature" (p. 62-63).

In June 1964 Cole resigned his House seat in order to accept a better-
paying and more prestigious position - that of postmaster of Mayagüez, a
presidential appointment. Heine says that Cole took on his new duties
"with the same zest and energy that he had shown in the House" (p. 65),
but increasingly he hungered after the far greater prestige and power
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attached to the office of mayor. Fulfilling that ambition required him to
challenge and drive from office the very mayor who had appointed him
city auditor. It also required Cole to risk violating the Hatch Act by openly
engaging in political party activities while holding the federal office of
postmaster, and to engage in legally doubtful tactics to win the August
1968 primary for the Popular Democratie nomination as candidate for
mayor and then the election itself the following November. In the process,
he had gained total control of the Popular Democratie Party in Mayagüez:
he had become its cacique.

Once installed as mayor, Cole floated a $3 million municipal bond issue
which financed a host of construction projects: many more water mains
were installed, sanitation facilities upgraded (including the purchase of a
fleet of new garbage trucks), and rural roads extended and improved. In
1978, after recovering from a series of heart attacks that had sharply
curtailed his activities, Cole plunged into a new round of public works
projects, financed largely by federal grants, which "dramatically altered
the face of the city" (p. 104). They included spacious and innovative
parks, indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, a much-needed
transportation terminal, and various handsome public buildings.

During the planning, construction, and administration of all this, Cole
was increasingly aided by his second wife, Nereida Cole de Falto, who
married Cole while she was still in high school. Heine describes her as "a
feisty, combative woman some twenty years younger than her husband ...
[who was] even more passionate about politics" (p. 124). She was in
effect Cole's deputy.

Heine concludes his analysis of Cole with the observation that he was
capable of imaginative long-range planning and of "seeing the inter-
connection of the various components" of a project, but not interested in
seeing projects through to their conclusion. Besides, his personal hang-ups
were often counterproductive. Basically tight-fisted, even stingy, he
insisted on paying minimum salaries to all city employees, no matter how
able they were or how much their services were needed. He also insisted
on making far too many decisions himself - even to the point of reading all
the incoming mail. The result was what Heine calls "centralized procras-
tination."
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Cuba at a Crossroads: Politics and Economics after the Fourth Party
Congress. JORGE F. PÉREZ-LÓPEZ (ed.). Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 1994. xviii + 282 pp. (Cloth US$ 39.95)

SUSAN ECKSTEIN
Department of Sociology
Boston University
Boston MA 02215, U.S.A.

Cuba at a Crossroads contains eleven articles that, with one exception,
focus on trends in Cuba in the early 1990s. Written by scholars who are
veterans of Cuban studies, most make the best of the all-too-sparse public-
ly available information.

The book includes two articles on domestic politics, one by Jorge
Domfnguez and the other by Juan M. del Aguila, and one on Cuba's
international relations by Damian Fernandez. There are also four essays on
the domestic or inwardly-oriented aspects of the economy - by the late
Sergio Roca (on import-subsitution agriculture), Julie Feinsilver (on bio-
technology), and Andrew Zimbalist (on managerial and other administra-
tive reforms), and two on more externally oriented aspects of the economy
- one on foreign investment by Pérez-López and one by Maria Dolores
Espino, on foreign tourism. Finally, two articles focus on lessons from
Eastern Europe, one by the volume's editor, and another on possible fu-
ture Cuban economie scenarios by Archibald Ritter.

The book's title suggests that the Cuban Fourth Party Congress, held
in 1991, was a turning point in contemporary Cuban development. Yet the
Congress accounts for little of what has transpired in the 1990s. This dem-
onstrates the relative autonomy of economics from politics, a theme not
specifically addressed in the book.

Domfnguez documents, in the classic Sovietology "who rules" tradi-
tion, the dramatic "changing of the guard" that has occured in recent
years. He provides interesting documentation of the ways that mass
organizations (which in principle address concerns of the populace on a
territorial and functional group basis), as well as women and blacks, are
currently significantly underrepresented. The main change has been a gen-
erational shake-up: the average high-ranking functionary is now in his
early forties. Domfnguez infers from these changes that Castro considers
youth, but not women and blacks, to be politically problematic; in essence,
that leadership is selected first and foremost to coopt constituencies pos-
ing problems to the regime's legitimacy, not to represent institutional con-
stituencies or to draw on the skills of the "best and the brightest."
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Meanwhile, Domfnguez infers that economics has diminished in im-
portance because only two members of the Political Bureau at the time
he wrote were officially in charge of economie policy making, and one
of them, Carlos Lage, was trained as a doctor, not an economist. Thus,
group underrepresentation is seen as a sign of social, economie, and politi-
cal weakness, while overrepresentation is attributed to crisis-management.
Domfnguez, in essence, does not use a single basis of inference from his
elite data.

Had Domfnguez focused on what elites do with the positions they hold,
rather than on their social background, his conclusions would have been
different. Lage, for example, is the very influential chief architect of the
economie transformation that the country is currently undergoing. Given
that Cubans had been trained by the Soviets it may be a sign of strength,
not weakness, that someone not steeped in Eastern bloc economies was
selected to oversee the island's reintegration into the capitalist world eco-
nomy. No one would question Che Guevara's revolutionary credentials
merely because he too was trained as a doctor!

Domfnguez also infers from his well-documented circulation of elites
that power has become more personally concentrated in Castro. Yet other
inferences are equally plausible. Perhaps power has become sufficiently
institutionalized so that rule is embedded in formal office rather than "who
rules" or, more likely, the changeover reflects a desperate effort to rees-
tablish regime authority at a time of crisis. When the Soviet bloc caved in,
Cuba could convey some sense of change too.

Domfnguez does recognize that formal state-society relations have
weakened and that society has become more disaffected. He notes that
workers work less; membership in cooperatives has dropped (in the coop-
eratives formed of "privatized" state farms, disussed in detail by Roca);
islanders have become more disenchanted with political institutions and
more willing to express their dissatisfaction; and illegal activity and regime
opposition have picked up.

The essays on the economy highlight cautious, incremental reforms, not
a regime resistant to change owing to ideology, Party, or Castro ortho-
doxy. Roca discusses the failed efforts of the official import-substitution
Food Program, begun before the collapse of Soviet aid and trade, but
subsequently massively expanded. While the official program has died a
quiet death since the book went to press, the government has selectively
introduced market features that Roca considers the only viable alternative.
And the need for capital and hard currency has led the government to
court foreign investment and promote tourism on a large scale, as Pérez-
López and Espino document very well. These changes are explained not
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so much by the different ideological and other biases of the new elites
described by Domfnguez, but by new economie exigencies and - as none
of the volume authors adequately analyze - pressures from society.

Cubans have not pressed for an explicit restoration of capitalism but the
unintended consequences of individual and family accommodations to the
crisis have been to push the regime in a reformist direction. In the early
1990s there was a proliferation of illegal and gray market activity, which
included an illegal dollarization of the economy, a black market in retail
trade, increased labor absenteeism (and resistance to partake in much
needed farm work), and increased crime and prostitution. In response to
these "everyday forms of resistance" (to borrow James Scott's terminol-
ogy), the government decriminalized dealing in dollars, sanctioned private
markets to reign in the black market, legalized a range of private service
activity, and introduced various material incentives to woo labor to agri-
culture.

The ongoing reform process helps explain why the Cuban regime,
against all odds, survived the domino collapse of Soviet bloc Communism.
Through everyday initiatives more than formal institutional channels
islanders have been shaping the course of Cuban development. This col-
lection of essays documents well many of the changes that occurred
during the fïrst years of adjustment to the "new world order," even if they
exaggerate the role of formal elites and formal institutions in engineering
the process. The fact that the book is already somewhat dated, given the
speed of changes in Cuba, makes the changes no less important to docu-
ment.

Sexual Politics in Cuba: Machismo, Homosexuality, and AIDS. MARVIN
LEINER. Boulder CO: Westview, 1994. xv + 184 pp. (Cloth US$ 47.50,
Paper US$ 20.95)

DAVID A.B. MURRAY
Department of Anthropology
University of Adelaide
Australia

If we were to investigate post-Revolutionary Cuba's treatment of homo-
sexuals from the accounts of exiled gay Cubans such as Reinaldo Are-
nas's memoir Before Night Falls (1993) or the film Improper Conduct
(1984), we would come away with the view that this is one of the most
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homophobic, intolerant societies in the modern world. According to these
analyses, the socialist revolution in Cuba created a dictatorship which has
only increased the persecution and incarceration of homosexuals.

Marvin Leiner has spent over twenty-five years studying educational
and social change in Cuba. Sexual Politics in Cuba is an atteinpt to write
an historical, balanced analysis of gender and sexuality in Cuban society.
Leiner is clearly sympathetic toward the political, social, and economie
goals of the Revolution, but he argues that the one-party system is today a
"political strait-jacket" that prevents creative solutions to economie and
social problems. This extends to the treatment of homosexuals and people
with HIV/AIDS, the latter being described as "prisoners in a golden cage"
due to their mandatory quarantine in state sanitoriums (p. 8).

In addition to seeing an overly restrictive political regime, Leiner argues
that the power of the machismo ethic, a set of values defining manliness,
must be recognized in shaping attitudes towards gender, sex, disease and -
most important for Leiner - education. Despite the significant social and
economie changes brought about through education, there have been few
attempts to confront the principles of machismo and its inherent gendered
and sexual inequalities. Machismo creates unequal relations between men
and women and between men; it promotes prejudice against homosexuals;
and it perpetuates ignorance about AIDS.

The opening chapters of Sexual Politics in Cuba provide a brief his-
torical context to the Cuban Revolution, the origins of machismo, and
attitudes toward homosexuality in Cuba. Leiner chronicles the dangerous
combination of revolutionary politics and machismo's deeply engrained
homophobia which resulted in the development of Military Units to Aid
Production (UMAP) camps in 1965. Homosexuals were interned in these
"rehabilitation" camps in order to develop behavior that would be in
accordance with the public definition of good citizenship (pp. 28-29).'
Leiner also outlines educational and medical approaches toward homo-
sexuality, which, in the 1960s and 1970s emphasized homosexuality as a
learned behavior which could therefore be corrected. This resulted in
"color brigades" which divided school children into categories based on
behavior. The yellow brigade was for boys with effeminate tendencies (pp.
33-34).

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on the development of sex education programs
and attempts to change attitudes toward women and sexual relations
between men and women, both of which are influenced by machismo. This
section of the book fits poorly with the overall themes outlined in the
introduction. The discussion of attempts to create equal rights for women
does relate to the power of machismo, but it shifts the focus from a
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sexuality-based definition of "sex" to a gendered one, and it sidetracks
readers from the primary analysis revealing the interconnections between
machismo, homosexuality, disease, and politics.

Chapter 5 is the most riveting and insightful section of the book. Leiner
provides a sensitive yet critical evaluation of the Cuban government's
policies toward AIDS. While recognizing the f act that Cuba has one of
the lowest AIDS infection rates in the world (p. 127) and that all those
who are infected receive excellent medical care, Leiner describes the
mandatory quarantine program of all HIV positive people as one that is
built out of ignorance, mistrust, and a basic denial of human rights. His
portrayal of life in the AIDS sanitonums describes how patients must earn
the right to temporary leaves by proving they are "responsible." The
terms and definitions of responsible behavior are, of course, open to
subjective interpretations. This reveals the fundamental hypocrisy of the
quarantine program - its assumption that people with the AIDS virus are
morally irresponsible and must be quarantined for the protection of the
public. Furthermore, the quarantine policy has contributed to ignorance
about AIDS; many Cubans believe there are no risks since all HIV/AIDS
carriers are behind sanitorium walls.

In his conclusion, Leiner advocates the development of culturally ap-
propriate sexual and AIDS education programs, and cites the need to grant
the freedom to assemble and form political and social organizations
(p. 149). As appropriate as these recommendations may be, Sexual Politics
in Cuba falls short in its prescriptive utility. The problem lies in the choice
of informants: Most of Leiner's informants are educational, medical, and/or
political leaders. From their testimonies, we are led to view the Cuban pop-
ulation as naive or ignorant when it comes to sexual behaviors (p. 73).
This results in an unbalanced portrait of Cuban society. There is a need for
greater ethnographic detail in order to learn how sex and gender are un-
derstood. We are told, at various points, that race continues to be a recog-
nized social category (p. 3), that "Cubans are people with powerful
religious and spiritistic superstitions" (p. 5) and that there are "working
class communities" in Havana (p. 88). One wonders if these social cate-
gories affect values and beliefs about gendered and sexual identity, but we
are not provided with any further analysis of them.

Marvin Leiner has provided a clear and sensitive analysis of the rela-
tions between politics and sexuality and their damaging effects on homo-
sexuals and women in Cuba. By the end of Sexual Politics in Cuba we
have a clear picture of official policies and attitudes toward homosexuals,
women, and AIDS. But the development of educational programs to
change popular or unofficial attitudes requires in-depth ethnographic
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research that goes beyond an exclusive focus on national/political defïni-
tions to reveal other socio-cultural features than may affect the construc-
tion of masculinities, femininities, and homosexualities in Cuba.

NOTE

1. Leiner maintains that the UMAP camps were only in operation for two years,
from 1965-67, but Reinaldo Arenas was notreleased from prison until 1976 (Arenas
1993:224). Arenas is not clear about whether this sentence was part of the UMAP
campaign, for other " crimes against the state," or a combination. The point here is
that incarceration of homosexuals continued well past the demise of the camps.
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The way skin color articulates with money has been a major preoccupation
of Trinidadians. In the commodification of ethnicity, black skin and money,
it is held, just do not mix. Consider V.S. Naipaul's career. "In Trinidad," he
writes in The Middle Passage,

a Negro who opens a bakery runs a considerable risk, and he is begging
for trouble if he opens a laundry. Whatever goes on in the back rooms,
Trinidadians like to feel that their clothes are washed and their bread
handled by white or Chinese hands. Equally, for all the complaints about
white and whitish staff in the banks, there is a strong feeling among
Negroes that black people, even when they can be trusted, don't know
how to handle money (1981:79-80).

In the novel The Mimic Men, the young Ralph Singh enters his school
friend Browne's inner world. On the walls of Browne's family's home are
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framed pictures of Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, Haile Selassie, and Jesus. This is
the same Browne who, years later, while campaigning for the employment
of blacks in the firm of Cable and Wireless, supported their exclusion from
the banks: "If I thought black people were handling my few cents I
wouldn't sleep too well," he used to say (Naipaul 1969:186).

Given this cultural preoccupation, in the book under review Ryan and
Barclay begin to examine the fate of black entrepreneurs in Trinidad and
Tobago under the evocative title Sharks and Sardines. The book is
divided into six chapters, four by Ryan and two by Barclay, and a pre-
sumably jointly-authored Introduction and a Summary and Conclusion.
The data are derived from a survey of 74 black owners of micro-enterprises
conducted in 1991, as well as from a number of qualitative interviews with
black and white businesspeople. Chapter 2 is devoted to a useful profile of
black entrepreneurs, their micro-enterprises, and the problems they per-
ceive as leading to their relative marginalization. Chapter 4 is a very in-
teresting focus on black women entrepreneurs. Chapter 5 looks at black
entrepreneurs in Africa, in the United Kingdom, and elsewhere in the
Caribbean. There is also an attempt in this book to place the presentation
of the data in local historical context, with a discussion of slavery emanci-
pation, of post-Black Power Movement challenges to the black-dominated
state apparatus, and the more recent difficulties faced by small entre-
preneurs with the IMF-determined trade liberalization, deregulation, and
erosion of protected markets.

The research is part of a contemporary discourse in Trinidad that is fix-
ated on the ethnic identity of just who gets what, when. Blacks contend
that French Creole whites continue to pull the strings behind the economy
while Syrian-Lebanese, Chinese, and East Indian entrepreneurs make
dramatic gains, all at black expense. East Indians charge that black domi-
nation of the state and white domination of the economy continues to
oppress them, but that the gains East Indians have made in entrepreneur-
ship are due to "cultural" and, paradoxically, "natural" (read "racial")
proclivities to work hard and sacrifice (something, by implication, that is
deemed to be lacking in blacks). Members of white elite families "cry
poor," claiming that they are no longer in charge of the economy, if they
ever were, and arguing that they are the most discriminated against group
in the society. This discourse turns on contested interpretations of Trini-
dadian history. Thus, Ryan and Barclay ask: "Why did the descendants of
the slaves not succeed in becoming businessmen as did the Chinese or
Indians, who were brought or who came to serve as their replacements on
the plantations?" (p. 6).

The strength of the book is that we get to understand the fascinating
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contours of this discourse, from the point of view of black entrepreneurs.
There are throughout the book extensive quotes from black entrepreneurs
that speak to a number of issues. We hear what they see as the obstacles
to their success, including continued white and "high brown" control
over the banks and, therefore, denial of access to the capital necessary for
business expansion. We hear of the finance sector's mistrust of black
entrepreneurs. They point to the lack of support networks in the form of
black business associations, the lack of family involvement (seen to be the
cornerstone of Chinese, East Indian, and Syrian-Lebanese success), the
supposed disrespectful and lackadaisical black employee and even the
notion that blacks don't want to buy from blacks. The latter is a familiar
refrain, heard also in the United States. In an article on the problems faced
by black entrepreneurs in the United States in my local newspaper, one
American black man is quoted as saying "There's a jealousy and envy
among us because one of us has broken ranks" (Neusner 1995:9). Yet in
the article's very next paragraph a Jamaican immigrant woman, the owner
of two restaurants, says that while American blacks have not had the same
opportunity as Jamaicans, they have not had the same successful attitude
either. Rife ironies notwithstanding, what her statement demonstrates is
that there is nothing inherent in "blackness" that prevents entrepreneur-
ship, that there exist "blacknesses," and that "opportunity" and "suc-
cess" are intimately tied together.

If these qualitative data are the book's strength (and as an anthro-
pologist, I'm not going to quibble with qualitative data), they can also be
pointed to as the book's weakness because Ryan and Barclay rely too
much on them to make their own points. I wish, in other words, that we
could hear more of Ryan's and Barclay's voices, their own interpretations
as distinct from the emic views of the black entrepreneurs. While there is
no question that some of the obstacles pointed out by the respondents are
true, and there can be no denying that racist/classist structures are re-
produced and have devastating effects, we are not exactly sure what these
effects are. This amounts to asking the "angry white male" in the United
States if affirmative action is to blame for his lot, hearing him say "yes,"
and taking that as a causal explanation. This is frustrating because the
reader is distracted from a fine historical and structural account of the
period 1970-92 in Chapter 3 that discusses the vicissitudes of the banks
and financial institutions, the role of interlocking directorates, and the
influence of the state on blacks in business. There is a sense that lots of
hard, academically entrepreneurial work is lost in the din of ethnic eco-
nomie politics.

The danger is that the authors repeat (and in this context, extend and
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legitimate) pseudo-explanations that may simply be wrong. For instance,
they state on page 143 that "the Afro-Trinidadian enjoys a relatively mar-
ginal economie standing vis-a-vis the other ethnic groups in the country"
and then refer readers to Table 8. But while Table 8 (p. 144), based on
unpublished 1980 census data, indeed shows that whites, Syrian-Leba-
nese, and Chinese have higher monthly incomes than do blacks, it also
shows that East Indians "dominate" blacks in that more East Indians than
blacks make under TT$900 a month. In every higher income category the
percentage of blacks is greater than that of East Indians. Each group
comprises slightly more than 40 percent of the total population. The ap-
proach also leads to tautologies: "The Afro-Trinidadian community is too
riven by individualism, competition and status differences (between the
upper and middle class versus the lower class) to form a united front and
cooperate in business" (p. 148). That is, because blacks are individualized
they are individualized. And it results in the same old scapegoats being put
on trial again and again. Once more the black family is to blame, this time
for not having a male head who is concerned with inculcating business
sense in his children and forming the family unit into a family business,
the way East Indians, Syrian-Lebanese, and Chinese are said to do. Yet it
is argued that "the future of Trinidad blacks in business may very well
rest on ... women's shoulders" (p. 150). And it is revealed (p. 149) that
four of the women entrepreneurs under study divorced their unsupportive
spouses rather than abandon their businesses. It is unlikely that these
entrepreneurs would thrive under what is arguably a less democratie
family form. The black family in the Caribbean may indeed have rather
weak affinal ties, but its consanguineal ties are strong - strong enough for
what the authors call the "cultural resources" of the other groups to flow
along. That is, if there were the resources in the first place. Presumably, the
successful West Indian immigrant entrepreneurs in the United States such
as the woman referred to above and those Afro-Caribbean entrepreneurs
in New York who have earned the ostensibly complimentary nickname
"Black Jews" are equally "hampered" by their own (black) family forms.
Furthermore, the full scope of black entrepreneurship is not taken fully in-
to account. Conspicuously absent, for example, are black Carnival mas-
quers, successful cultural and economie entrepreneurs.

The shame is that we can develop no theory of how ethnicity intersects
with class and how these phenomena mutually create and condition each
other. And, in another sense, one wants to know why we are only talking
about black versus white/Chinese/Syrian-Lebanese/East Indian inequality
and not inequality in general and how the dispossessed of all groups have
suffered under dependent capitalism. As Naipaul (1981:80) writes,
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In money matters generally there is almost a superstition among both
Indians and Negroes about the unreliability of their own race; there is
scarcely a Trinidadian who has not at one time feit or said, "I don't have
any luck with my race." It is an aspect of the multi-racial society to
which sociologists pay little attention.
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The pivotal - if ambivalent - relationship of the Dutch homeland with its
farflung trade empire has, since the seventeenth century, largely shaped
the connection between Dutch history and black history. Blacks in the
Dutch World does justice to these complex colonial and racial inter-
relationships and their cultural legacy. Within his general analysis of the
black presence in the wider Dutch world, Allison Blakely focuses on the
diverse and ambiguous images of blacks in Dutch folklore, art, literature,
and religion. The general black presence emphasized in Chapters 1, 6, and
7 provides an explanatory framework for the intermediary chapters which
examine racial imagery within various facets of Dutch culture from the
seventeenth century to the present day.

Blakely communicates the overriding commercial imperatives of the
Dutch role throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the
slave trade and in the formation of a trading empire. As he makes clear,
these ventures, shaped by expediency and exploitation, are only selective-
ly reflected in Dutch art. The crudest racial stereotypes are commercial and
mostly from the nineteenth century. The relationship between color bias
and imagery is, however, harder to categorize in the two earlier centuries
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covered by this study even though, ironically, these were the years when
the Dutch were most active in the slave trade (1654-1780s).

Of the four areas examined in this book (folklore, art, literature, and
religion), the complex problems presented by works that communicate ra-
cial imagery are most evident in the section on the visual arts. Chapter 3,
"Art as History," provides the first compendium of works that portray
blacks in Dutch (and to a lesser extent Flemish) art, and will surely serve
(until the publication of Volume 3 of the series The Image of the Black
in Western Art) as the most comprehensive record of images of blacks
in European art during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
Within the chapter most depictions of blacks from the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries appear in the section, "World of Experience." Here
Blakely traces the shift of the predominant fifteenth- and sixteenth-cen-
tury portrayal of blacks within a limited repertoire of religious and alle-
gorical subjects to the replacement of this context by an equally limited
assortment of social roles, especially as servants and military men. As he
notes in a later chapter, even the striking individualistic portraits by Albert
Eeckhout were intended to function as part of the documentation of
Dutch possessions in Brazil, rather than as portraits of individuals. One
painting, Admiral de Ruyter in the Castle ofElmina, by Emanuel de Witte
(private collection, London), even more than those produced in Blakely's
book, provides a dramatic illustration of his view that the debasement of
"exotic" black figures was used to "emphasize the grandeur of the Dutch
commercial or military achievements" (p. 277). In this exceptional work an
African kneels before the Dutch admiral in order to display a landscape
painting depicting the fortress of Elmina - one of the principal centers of
the West African slave trade.

While the characterization of blacks in Dutch paintings and decorative
arts in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries is not, for the most
part, overtly negative, the limited range of roles in which blacks are de-
picted reflects the cultural assumptions of an established social order as
well as the limits of prevailing artistic conventions and patronage. The
visual arts exemplify a point Blakely makes in a later chapter: "to the
extent that blacks were visible in Dutch society, it appears that it was not
as they really were but as the popular opinion of them wished them to be"
(p. 277). The limitations inherent in this projected image of blacks in
paintings and prints up to the late nineteenth century becomes manifest
when compared to the memorable accounts - most especially in Chapter 6,
"The Black Presence in the Dutch World" - of the diverse individuals
whose lives straddled metropole and colony.

Blakely is too modest when toward the end of his important study he
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states that "on the question of exactly how racial imagery is communi-
cated, the evidence examined here provides only inconclusive guidance"
(p. 290). In many areas he makes a strong case that opens potentially
fruitful areas of inquiry. For example, his book provides evidence that a
fuller examination of popular prints would further document the evolution
of racial stereotypes. Although he confirms the view that blacks appear
only sporadically in Dutch popular prints before the nineteenth century,
scholars interested in the formation of ethnic and racial stereotypes par-
ticular to Dutch culture might well consider earlier traditions of satirical
prints and propaganda. While beyond the scope of Blakely's book, a
study of the extensive printed propaganda produced by the Dutch
throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries might
well reveal more of the historical legacy of national/ethnic stereotypes
salient to the communication of racial imagery - for example, the use of
"Moor" as a term of opprobrium directed at the Spanish enemy during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In Blacks in the Dutch World Blakely provides scholars with a valuable
record - in word and image - of the complex interaction between Dutch
history and black history even as it examines, sensitively and persuasively,
some of the intricate combinations of factors which are involved in color
bias and its cultural expression.

"To Heil With Paradise": A History of the Jamaican Tourist Industry.
FRANK FONDA TAYLOR. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1993. ix
+ 239 pp. (Cloth US$ 39.95)

DENNIS J. GAYLE
Office of International Education, Programs and Activities
Florida International University
MiamiFL 33199, U.S.A.

Frank Taylor deftly uncovers a pattern of continuity within change, in ten
chapters dealing with the evolution of Jamaica's tourist industry, from the
early nineteenth-century attempts to promote the island as a health spa, to
the post-1986 period when annual visitor arrivals exceeded one million.
The first section of the book explores the interplay between Jamaican
society and American tourists, as well as the role of tourism in Jamaican
economie growth and development.

The title To Heil with Paradise derives from an evocative phrase used
by James Mitchell of St. Vincent, who insisted that the myth of Caribbean
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paradise marketed by regional tourist boards was counterproductive. This
vividly encapsulates a leitmotif of the work: that the average Jamaican was
excluded from the benefits of tourism, which generated a litany of en-
vironmental and socioeconomic ills, including the revitalization of racial
prejudice and discrimination. For instance, a 1903 travelogue commented
that one of the most entertaining recreations in Jamaica was to "observe
the brutish blacks in their habitat during feeding time, and to view their
mating habits" (Pullen-Burry 1903:27).

In their study of the lessons of history, Will and Ariel Durant (1968:12)
comment that the past may be seen as the present unrolled for understand-
ing. In such a search for understanding, Taylor assesses the development
of tourism in Jamaica through 1914. He documents how the control of
malaria and yellow fever were prerequisites for tourism development in
Jamaica, an industry sired by American banana traders, who made the
island a major base of operations; black islanders developed a manifest
xenophobia, consequent upon exposure to the "blind, wicked unreason-
able race prejudice" of many white visitors (p. 147), while local and for-
eign white retailers and hoteliers profited most from the industry.

In three chapters dealing with Jamaican tourism development after
World War I, Taylor foreshadows the recurrent debate regarding the
optimal role of the private sector in tourism promotion, and documents the
antiquity of visitor harassment in the island, citing 1936 court records. He
shows that Jamaica began to emerge as a leading destination for the
average middle-income vacationer with the advent of Pan American World
Airways' Clipper service in December 1930, and that by 1965 long-stay
visitors (three nights and more) accounted for the bulk of arrivals. One
result was the creation of a year-round industry, divided into winter and
summer seasons, differentiated between wealthy and budget-conscious
vacationers. However by 1966, "the biggest problem wasn't 'selling' Ja-
maica to the tourists, but 'selling' tourists to the Jamaicans" (p. 169).

In direct response, the post-1972 Manley government adopted three
principles for a new tourism: service should be distinguished from ser-
vility; advertising should be consistent with the dignity of the Jamaican
people; and tourism should be devoid of racial discrimination and social
snobbery. Taylor argues that this approach encouraged the dramatic
growth of domestic tourism, while being essentially irrelevant to external
demand. Even though tourism has contributed more foreign exchange to
the Jamaican economy than any other domestic sector since 1985, the
author concludes that a host of old problems continue to haunt the in-
dustry at almost every turn. These include exploitation and underpayment
of hotel employees, drug trafficking, prostitution, price inflation, housing
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shortages, overcrowded streets, and environmental degradation..
Historians always tend to oversimplify, selecting a manageable minority

of facts out of a multitude of events. Frank Taylor assuredly avoids gross
oversimplification. However, his summation does insufficient justice to the
extent to which Jamaican entrepreneurs and executives involved in tour-
ism development have often risen to the challenge of crisis, as exemplified
by the 1988 "Image of Jamaica" campaign, and the increasing acceptance
among Jamaicans of an industry that now includes significant numbers of
black visitors and managers. Yet this history of Jamaican tourism remains a
compelling work, which will attract the attention of historians, political
economists, sociologists, anthropologists, and others with an interest in the
Caribbean tourist industry.

R E F E R E N C E S
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Jahmaica: Rastafari and Jamaican Society, 1930-1990. FRANK JAN VAN
DIJK. Utrecht: ISOR, 1993.483 pp. (Paper NLG 60.00)

JOHN P. HOMIAK
National Museum of Natural History
Smithsonian Institution
Washington DC 20560, U.S.A.

This is the first study that attempts to tracé a detailed history of the Ras-
tafari movement in its passage from marginalized "cult" in the early 1930s
to a contemporary global network of cultural resistance. It is also the first
to rely primarily on archival data culled from colonial reports, newspaper
accounts, and ephemeral print sources. This information is supplemented
by interviews with Jamaicans (both Rastas and non-Rastas) and by Frank
Jan van Dijk's earlier fieldwork among members of the Twelve Tribes of
Israël, the movement's most middle-class organization. As a subtext to the
task of historical analysis, the author advances a comparative view of the
Rastafari in terms of theory on millenarian movements. The results are
mixed. On the one hand, Van Dijk has compiled an impressive body of
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reportage on the movement not previously available under a single cover.
This makes his book an important bibliographic reference on Rastafari. On
the other hand, this work suffers from a lack of first-hand ethnographic
experience, the application of out-dated theory on religious movements,
and an uncritical approach to much of the archival data presented.

For starters, it is necessary to ask how one can write a history of the
movement without fully accommodating the voices and perspectives of
the Rastafari themselves. Admittedly, Van Dijk seeks to understand how
the movement has developed in interaction with the wider society. The
Rastafari, however, are one-half of this interaction and cannot be dismissed
as such. Van Dijk's decision to eschew the oral testimony of adherents
based on presumed problems with the "objectivity" of their accounts is
largely without merit. In almost every instance, first-hand testimony would
have greatly enhanced the interpretation of the existing archival evidence.
Van Dijk's treatment of the repatriation initiatives of the late 1950s and
early 1960s is especially pertinent in this regard. Here he produces some
interesting published statements by Rasta leaders at the time. Most of
these are well known, alive, and accessible; it is unfortunate that Van Dijk
did not avail himself of their perspectives. These published materials could
easily have been used to revisit the events of this period and by being
used as a basis for a contemporary dialogue with these individuals.

Other problems arise from a failure to contextualize reportage such as
newspaper accounts. Here Van Dijk generally overlooks the fact that
much of the reportage on the movement in the Jamaican press constituted
a form of repressive intervention in itself. The issue of how this reportage
served to enunciate colonial principles of discipline and order and to direct
the course of early movement development is never broached. Nor does
Van Dijk take into account that many of the statements by Rastafari
leaders that find their way into print tend to represent examples of public
ideology - ideology which is mobilized for strategie purposes. Based on
such statements he too often assumes consensus about the meaning of
notable events or junctures - such as the 1961 University Report or the
subsequent government-sponsored mission to Africa - at critical points of
the movement's development. This approach suppresses the dynamic, con-
tending, and many-layered quality of Rastafari discourse. It also assumes
that the meaning of these and similar events is presently fixed and settled
in the minds of contemporary Rastafari. I know this not to be the case from
my own experience in Jamaica over the past decade and a half. Events
enshrined in the oral history of the movement continue to be debated with
considerable heat in different quarters of the movement.

Van Dijk also fails to explore the relationship between published state-
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ments by the Rastafari and the issues of authority and power which derive
from the involvement of these speakers in unequal relations of power. This
is a significant lapse in critical perspective. Like many researchers, he
appears to accept uncritically the Rastas' own ideology of egalitarian rela-
tions. From its formative period, however, the movement has been a speech
community with somewhat contradictory norms about who speaks to and
for whom with what authority. The author himself presents, but fails to
follow up, evidence about an emergent Rasta intelligentsia that should
alert readers to this issue. Speaking of educated Jamaicans who entered
the movement during the 1980s, he notes that "these Rasta intellectuals
had the language, knowledge, and prestige necessary to be able to express
'Rastology' in a way that the Jamaican elite could relate to. The media
sought them and they sought the media" (p. 290). The impact of this
development needs to be understood more fully in terms of both the Jamai-
can movement and Rastafari abroad. Similarly, any historical treatment of
Rastafari needs to address the role of grass roots intellectuals in the 1960s
(Sam Brown, Mortimo Planno, and others) and their control over discourse
within the movement. How and why, one might ask, were these voices
heard during the 1960s repatriation initiatives? Van Dijk's lack of actual
contact with these voices prevents him from developing this kind of
analysis.

Van Dijk's attempt to hammer out a view of the movement in theoretical
terms also merits a sharp critique. Shortcomings here derive from a use of
dated theory which tends to see movements like Rastafari as a proto-po-
litical phenomenon. In this regard, he takes a rather mechanical view of
developments, seeing in Rasta a transition from "millenarian hopes to po-
litical action" (pp. 352-59). There is, by contrast, no effort to deal with the
expressive cultural content of the movement and the counter-hegemonie
forms of symbolic signification which the Rastafari term "livity." This
shortcoming is most obvious in relation to the theme of repatriation, the
central vision of the Rasta faithful. Whatever else the Rastafari may signal
by their insistence upon a return to the ancestral continent, it is necessary
to realize that repatration is a redemptive idiom which is continually re-
vitalized as part of an ongoing postcolonial struggle. In an approach that
is historical it is curious that Van Dijk fails to register the connection
between the emergence of the livity complex and the last major repa-
triation initiatives of the late 1950s and early 1960s. For most Rastafari, the
practice of livity and its meanings continue to be inseparable from their
vision of collective redemption in an African Zion. This is another point on
which archival data are no substitute for fieldwork.

Across broad swaths of this work Van Dijk slots movement responses
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into polar type responses: "political" or "religious," symbolic or instru-
mental, active or passive. This kind of dualist thinking is inadequate to
handle the complex interaction between agency, meaning, and history that
has taken place in the development of Rasta culture. It leads inevitably to
oversimplifïcations or misrepresentations. One example is the relationship
he perceives between the movement's weak acephalous social organi-
zation and the failure of its repatriation initiatives. Van Dijk believes that
the interaction of these factors has caused Rastas to chose between iso-
lation from or engagement with the wider society - with many traditional
elders opting for "isolation." In the case of the latter, he asserts that the
choice between isolation from or engagement with the wider society was
"a dilemma that in many ways paralyzed the movement and no doubt
contributed to its apparent decline and loss of adherents during the
second half of the 1980s" (pp. 309, 314-15).

Neither the terms of analysis nor the conclusions drawn can be sus-
tained. It is certainly true that during the 1980s many Rasta elders re-
moved themselves from the urban areas of Kingston where, throughout
the two prior decades, the movement had experienced its greatest growth.
A far different conclusion is reached when one ceases to equate movement
to rural sites with "isolation" and understands the organizational dy-
namics of the movement and social context in which this demographic
shift occurred. The developments that Van Dijk takes to be markers of
isolation have, to the contrary, actually had a far-ranging impact upon the
globalization of traditional Rastafari culture. Here it is necessary to un-
derstand that the reasons for the demographic shift noted above have little
to do with the "withdrawal" of Rastas from interaction with society. An
oscillation between rural and urban structures has long been a feature of
the movement's organization. The transition in question was caused by
urban political violence during the 1970s and 1980s in areas traditionally
settled by Rastas. It was also nudged along by the dynamics of the do-
mestic groups in which many middle-aged Rastafari found themselves
during this same period.

These are among the reasons why, by the 1970s, Nyahbingi ritual
(grounation) began to shift permanently from urban ghetto yards to rural
sites - often sites of family land. Many of these elders had come of age as
heads of household and access to land was a significant criterion in the
ritual networks that they controlled. Of particular note is the fact that as
this pattern became established during the 1980s, so did the interna-
tionalization of the traditional core of the movement. Individuals who
have become Rastafari abroad now regularly make pilgrimages to Jamaica
to attend these island-wide binghi celebrations. The result is that the elders
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who sponsor these events - rather than being in rural "isolation" - have
now come into more frequent contact with other Jamaican Rastafari in
addition to being participants in a wider international network of adher-
ents. What appears as a retreatist strategy has actually become an impor-
tant element in the globalization of the more traditional Rastafari culture.
Recognizing such developments is possible only by long-term observation
of (and involvement with) the movement.

Finally, the issue of globalization - something which I dare say all con-
temporary work on the movement must address - is not theorized within
this study. Although Van Dijk includes a chapter on developments outside
Jamaica, these are largely disconnected "sightings" of a Rasta presence
elsewhere in the Caribbean, Europe, North America, New Zealand, and
Africa. What needs to be examined are the ways in which developments
abroad feed back into the Jamaican movement. In this regard, there is little
doubt that the processes of globalization have had a profound impact
upon international networking, the meaning of eldership and authority, the
role of an emergent intelligentsia, and issues of gender. Again, however,
without long-term fieldwork and engagement within the movement there
is no way to tracé these developments.

With all of these shortcomings noted, Van Dijk is still to be commended
for the painstaking work which went into the compilation of materials in
this volume. This in itself is an impressive feat. He has certainly succeeded
in at least one of his stated efforts: "to provide other researchers with a
detailed historical framework" on which to do further research (p. 2). As
an historical account, however, the final word belongs to the Rastafari.
They have a saying about themselves and their history which they delight
in repeating to researchers: "The half has yet to be told."

Sir Hans Sloane: Collector, Scientist, Antiquary, Founding Father of the
British Museum. ARTHUR MACGREGOR (ed.). London: British Museum
Press, 1994. (Cloth£50)

PETER MASON
Lauriergracht 116
1016 RR Amsterdam, the Netherlands

The Irish physician Hans Sloane (1660-1753) is well known in the mu-
seum world as the collector whose will served as the catalyst for the
foundation of the British Museum by the British Museum Act of 1753. To
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readers of this journal he is equally well known as the author of the first
monograph on the natural history of an island in the New World: A
Voyage to the Islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves, S. Christophers and
Jamaica, with the natural history of the herbs and trees, four-footed
beasts, fishes, birds, insects, reptiles &c. of the last of those islands; to
which is prefix'd an Introduction wherein is an account of the inhabit-
ants, air, waters, diseases, trade &c of that place, with some relations
concerning the neighbouring continent and islands of America. This
work was based on the fifteen months that Sloane spent in Jamaica from
December 1687 to March 1689 as personal physician to the Second Duke
of Albemarie, who held the position of governor of Jamaica for this brief
period until his death in October 1688. The first volume of Sloane's mono-
graph was not published until 1707, and it took another eighteen years
before the second and final volume was issued.

With the aid of these two volumes and of G.R. de Beer's biography, Sir
Hans Sloane and the British Museum, published two hundred years after
Sloane's death, it was possible to form a fairly good general impression of
the man and his writings. What makes the collection of articles under re-
view so important is that it presents the results of the first systematic study
of the surviving items from Sloane's collection, now scattered among
various institutions in London, and of the thirty-one extant catalogues of
that collection. As they amply demonstrate, there are still plenty of exciting
new finds to be made in this material.

After one introductory essay on Sloane's life, character, and career and
another on the establishment of the British Museum, each of the remaining
sixteen essays focuses on a specific facet of Sloane's collection. To save
repeating the same epithet each time, suffice it to say that each of the
eighteen articles contained in the volume cannot be rated less than excel-
lent. In what follows, I have selected those articles with a particular
reference to Latin America and the Caribbean, but the reader is warmly
recommended to dip into the others as well.

We learn from the article on books and manuscripts by M.A.E. Nickson
which books on Jamaica Sloane had acquired before his departure. At one
time Sloane seems to have intended to put together a comprehensive his-
tory of travel accounts with a special emphasis on the Americas. At this
time botany was one of his main interests, and as J.F.M. Cannon points out
in his essay on the botanical collections, "exposure to the immense riches
of a tropical flora at an early stage in his career had a powerful effect in
stimulating the development of his later work and interests" (p. 139).
Eight of the volumes in which the Sloane herbarium was mounted contain
specimens from Jamaica and the other islands that Sloane visited, and were
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to form the basis of his Natural History. As a physician, Sloane was par-
ticularly interested in the medicinal properties of plants. In fact, he went on
to make a considerable amount of money from the promotion of milk
chocolate as an aid to digestion and in cases of consumption. In the nine-
teenth century, it was Sloane's recipe which was used in the production of
Cadbury's milk chocolate.

A similar dietary concern often governs his interest in fauna as well as
flora. Many of the fishes dealt with in the Natural History were locally
common species which were caught for food. Though drawing on local
informants for some of his information, Sloane placed great emphasis on
personal observation. He even attempted to bring back a yellow snake, a
crocodile, and a lizard alive, but the snake was shot on board, the lizard feil
overboard and drowned, and the crocodile died in its tub.

Both the consumption of fish and the various techniques with which
they were caught (spearing, or poisoning the water so that the stunned
fish could easily be taken) introducé a human dimension, and the social
historian or historical anthropologist of the Americas can find many in-
triguing details tucked away among the items of the collection and the
catalogues. On the side of physical anthropology, M. Day's essay on "Hu-
mana" notes Sloane's interest in specimens obtained from negroes, a
number of them relating to skin pigmentation. As for the ethnographic
collections, J.C.H. King suggests that Sloane may have collected certain
Jamaican items himself, such as a "strum strum or musicall instrumt. made
of an oblong-hollowed piece of wood with a crosse hole in the side,
strings of a scandent herbs caulis," and two similar musical instruments.
Some of the sherds listed in the catalogue may be pieces of Jamaican pot-
tery too (p. 241 n. 68). Other West Indian items which came into Sloane's
possession via intermediaries throw a more sinister light on life on Jamaica:
"A manati strap for whipping the Negro Slaves," "A noose made of cane
splitt for catching game or hanging runaway negros," or "A coat of the
runaway rebellious negros who lived in the woods of that Island made
of the Mahot bark" (p. 243 n. 99). The extant items from Sloane's Latin
American and West Indian collections include a Mesoamerican painted
gourd, a Central American axe, a Mesoamerican pot, and a penis sheath, as
well as a Mesoamerican (Toltec?) stone head and three Peruvian pottery
vessels.

Finally, mention must be made of the Americana in Sloane's collection
of prints and drawings, dealt with in the article by J. Rowlands. Sloane's
interest in travel is evident from the collection of drawings of the first
English colony in North America on Roanoke Island. These are copies of
the originals by John White, depicting not only Virginian birds, beasts,
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and reptiles but also ethnographic scènes covering Brazilian and Inuit
subjects as well as Carolina Algonquians. As Sloane's copies range over a
number of subjects that are not represented in White's original drawings,
they are an invaluable additional source of information. As for South
America, the earliest representations of native South American Indians
(Tupinamba?) in Sloane's collection are two drawings of a dark-skinned
male figure wearing a feathered skirt, cape, and head-dress by Hans
Burgkmair, dating from the second decade of the sixteenth century. From
the seventeenth century, Sloane also possessed thirty-two drawings of
Dutch Brazil by Frans Post, probably done after the artist's return to the
Netherlands in 1644. Another set of drawings relating to Dutch activities
in South America are the vellum sheets on which Maria Sibylla Merian
combined illustrations of the plant and insect life of Suriname.

The superlative scholarship of these articles is matched by the high
quality of the 115 black and white figures and 40 color plates. It is to be
hoped that the price of the lavishly produced publication will not deter
institutional libraries (or even well-paid academies) from acquiring this
essential work.

The Life and Times of Henry Clarke of Jamaica, 1828-1907. JAMES
WALVIN. London: Frank Cass, 1994. xvi + 155 pp. (Paper US$ 19.50)

PHILIP MORGAN
Department of History
Florida State University
Tallahassee FL 32306-2029, U.S.A.

James Walvin has long been connected to the Clarke dynasty. His first
book, co-authored with Michael Craton, was a study of Worthy Park, a
300-year-old sugar estate in Lluidas Vale owned by the Clarke family. The
patriarch of the twentieth-century owners of Worthy Park was Henry
Clarke, an English schoolteacher and cleric, later a politician and busi-
nessman, who migrated to Jamaica in 1847 and lived in the western corner
of the island for the next sixty years until his death in 1907. As founder of
the Clarke clan, Henry appeared briefly in the history of Worthy Park, but
now Walvin devotes a short book wholly to him. Henry is most notable for
having kept a detailed diary which he began at age fifteen and continued
even on his deathbed; he spent the last years of his life abridging his
voluminous diary and then condensing the abridged version. Obviously,
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Clarke self-consciously strove to create a significant historical document.
As Walvin points out, Clarke's story promises to illuminate a shadowy
period in Jamaican history - the second half of the nineteenth century.
But the nature of Clarke's diary determined that his "account is more the
journal of a soul than it is a view of his time and place" (p. xii). Essentially,
this book is a story of Clarke's inner life, not the "life and times" promised
in the title.

Clarke tests the patience of his biographer. He was for the most part an
unattractive man: a cantankerous, single-minded, stubborn, often gloomy
eccentric. He sported an unkempt, rather wild beard, as the one photo-
graph of him included in the book reveals. He was a latter-day Moses, an
isolated voice crying in the wilderness, constantly penning Jeremiads,
persistently firing off letters against the authorities, and fighting over his
salary and other slights. He was an impractical visionary, unsuccessfully
experimenting with a ship that could skim over water, an aerial propeller, a
tricycle, a walking machine, and a new braking system for trains. His
behavior is often difficult to fathom. After his first three years in Jamaica,
for example, he suddenly declared his love to the niece of one of his former
employers in Lincolnshire, a person with whom he had corresponded just
once since leaving England. Even though she was astounded by his letter,
she married him, and surprisingly their marriage worked. They remained
together for over fifty years and had eleven children. At her death he de-
scribed her as "my only centre of attraction to this world" (p. 122). Clarke
spoke quite frankly of his "delight in her body," telling his wife even in
the last year of her life that the touch of her breasts and the sight of the
rising sun were "two delights as fresh to me every morning as I had never
enjoyed them before" (p. 124). But Henry was a trying husband and a
domineering father, who became estranged from his eldest son and name-
sake.

Yet Walvin occasionally wonders whether Clarke was as severe and
unbending as his records suggest. Apparently, Henry was a good preacher
and conscientious minister: his services were exceptionally well attended.
Visitors often liked him; even a governor found him congenial and agree-
able. In the 1890s he won political office by large electoral margins, so he
had local support. He was a reformer: a tireless advocate of the merits of
paper money over specie, a defender of lndian indentured workers, a
sympathizer with the Morant Bay rebels, and a campaigner against illegit-
imacy. And in the end he was successful. In 1871 he pioneered a Building
Society, which would soon flourish and serve as his most lasting memorial.
Under Henry's stewardship, the Society took in almost £11.5 million and
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had minimal losses. It helped his fourth son, Fred Clarke, purchase Worthy
Park.

Henry Clarke's story, then, has some interest for the history of Jamaica.
Unfortunately, the reader gets no real sense of local society. One occa-
sionally hears of Clarke being entertained by others, stopping and dining
with a string of friends en route to Lucea, hosting visiting lecturers, seeing
a traveling circus, riding into the hills, and attending tennis parties, but
these events are cursorily described. Blacks were his most regular wor-
shippers, but they remain anonymous. Clarke once denounced an obeah-
man, but tantalizingly no more is said. It is hard to know whether this
abstraction of Clarke from his local context is a failing of his diary or of his
biographer. At one point, Walvin claims that local society had little impact
on Clarke's life, but the reader inevitably wonders whether his isolation
was so complete. Some selections from the diary would have helped
readers take the measure of the man.

On the whole Walvin's interpretation of Clarke is an engaging story,
well told, but it also verges on the tedious and repetitive, reflecting its
subject's persistent preoccupations over a long life. The reader is likely to
feel that Clarke's warning, penned in 1850, that "Blessed be the man who
spares these books, / And cursed be he who in them looks," has secured
the ultimate victim in his own biographer.

Maroon Heritage: Archaeological, Ethnographic and Historical Per-
spectives. E. KOFI AGORSAH (ed.). Kingston: Canoe Press, 1994. xx + 210
pp. (Paper J$ 400, US$ 15.00)

WERNER ZIPS
Department of Ethnology
University of Vienna
1010 Vienna, Austria

As a collection of conference papers (presented at the University of West
Indies, Mona, October 18-19, 1991), Maroon Heritage is intended to
reinforce a dialogue that is at once intercultural and interdisciplinary. Two
Jamaican Maroon Chiefs, Colonel Harris from Moore Town and former
Colonel Wright from Accompong, participated with contributions on
various aspects of the history and culture of their respective communities.
This dialogue between scholars and their subjects of study fulfilled a
declared aim of the symposium, underlined by its organizer and the editor
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of the volume, E. Kofi Agorsah: "I pay special tribute to our Maroon
Chiefs whose contributions make this volume the only one of its kind in
Maroon heritage studies, for here we are with the researched and the re-
searcher engaged in a dialogue with a common goal" (p. xviii).

For those who could not attend the conference, however, much of the
dialogue seems to have been lost on the way from the spoken to the writ-
ten (published) word. With such an intention as that paraphrased above,
one could expect at least a summary of key and/or critical issues in the
discussions during the conference; that is missing in this volume. Fur-
thermore, most of the individual contributions to the volume fall short of
including such scientific exchange in their conclusions. It therefore rests
largely on readers to use their imagination to reconstruct possible dis-
courses or dialogues. Not an easy task, since the participants of the
conference come from such different walks of life and academie disciplines
- from archaeology, ethnomusicology, ethnography, literature, literary
criticism, language studies, journalism, and history to the roles of the
Maroon chief and Jamaican police officer involved in archaeological enter-
prises. As a result, the modes of expression, styles of writing, and theo-
retical and methodological approaches applied in the volume are extremely
varied. So are the topics, which deal with most of the Maroon societies in
the Americas even though the Jamaican Maroons provide the main focus.

However, the somewhat fragmentary approach does have an advantage
insofar as it allows an idea of the numerous different perspectives taken
in Maroon studies. Considering the abundance of historiographical work
based on written documents and consequently, as Barry Higman points
out (p. vii), relying on the views taken by the oppressor rather than the
oppressed, a further swing to additional and alternative methods is quite
welcome.

The editor provides an introduction to the historical background of the
Maroon heritage. His general treatise on the "New World" and African
foundations of Maroon societies establishes a starting point for the search
for cultural continuities. Agorsah describes the prehistorie period in the
Caribbean as well as in Africa to set the frame for his archaeological find-
ings in two early Maroon settlements in Jamaica (Nanny Town and Old
Accompong Town). His main goal is to tracé social contact and cultural
continuities between the first Maroons and the indigenous "Amerindian"
population on the one hand and the West African systems on the other.

In an essay entitled "The True Traditions of my Ancestors," Colonel
C.L.G. Harris of Moore Town presents parts of his historical and cultural
knowledge. In the best tradition of a Maroon historian, Colonel Harris
allows glimpses into his repertoire without selling out his total symbolic
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capital. Comparable to processes of oral tradition analyzed by Richard
Price in his book on First-Time knowledge among the Saramaka Maroons
(1983), the author transmits valuable bits and pieces on such issues as
Maroon lands, social organization, law, family names and naming, military
affairs, religion, language, economics, medicine, and technology. He makes
sure to hint at further aspects of the expositions still kept in his mental
possession. His colleague Martin Luther Wright, former Colonel of the
Accompong Maroons, gives an overview of central aspects of the history
and cultural practice of his community.

Kenneth Bilby grounds the oral historical traditions of the eastern Ma-
roons within the context of Jamaican culture. He discusses the historical
consciousness of Maroons, and their language, music, and dance as a dis-
tinct variant of Jamaican culture. With the extraordinary insight he has
repeatedly proven in his numerous publications on Maroon cultures in
Jamaica and Suriname, Bilby arrivés at a conclusion that highlights the cul-
tural links between Maroons and (other) Jamaicans: "Maroons today do
remain culturally distinct, though in a way that is thoroughly Jamaican"
(p. 83). Another contribution deals with the general issue of Jamaican
Maroon history. Carey Robinson's "Maroons and Rebels (A Dilemma)"
offers little new information and the author abstains from giving any evi-
dence for his remarks. Similarly Albert Edwards looks into the strategies of
Maroon warfare; his presentation is likewise not based on sufficient source
material. In contrast Joe Pereira sketches the Maroon heritage in Mexico in
a well-documented paper. Equally well documented is the short charac-
terization and comparison of different Maroon musical features in Jamaica
and Suriname written by Marjorie Whylie and Maureen Warner-Lewis.

Two articles focus on Nanny, the Maroon leader who was declared a
Jamaican National Hero in 1977, but from different angles. Carolyn Cooper
deals with the symbolic meaning of Nanny for what she terms "resistance
science" in Caribbean literature, particularly in Vic Reid's novel, Nanny
Town. A provocative hypothesis in connection with Nanny is presented
by Kamau Brathwaite, one of the founders of the Caribbean Artists Move-
ment. Brathwaite strongly argues that Nanny of the Maroons in fact held
the socio-political position of a Queen Mother comparable to an Ohemmaa
in Asante. Referring to the problem of archival certification, Brathwaite
bases his claim on an Afrocentric notion of cultural continuity. However
his inference makes by far the most sense of all the available sources on
Nanny. A structural comparison with historical (and recent) political sys-
tems in what is today Ghana strongly supports his arguments or at least
promises to reveal further support.

Overall, the book attains its goal of promoting the interdisciplinary out-
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look on Maroon cultures. It certainly enriches the knowledge of scholars
and researchers interested in this particular subject. And, most important, it
poses valuable questions encouraging further research at the interface of
archaeology, history, and cultural and political anthropology.
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Werner Zips's study of the history and present situation of the Maroons in
Jamaica deals with a subject of great interest for research about blacks in
the "New World." Although comparatively small in numbers, African-
Americans who escaped from slavery and developed autonomous societies
beyond the fringes of the colonial system demonstrated the vulnerability
of colonial rule and the vitality of black resistance. Marronage has also
confronted scholars with important research problems (see also Bastide
1967, Price 1983), and Zips deals with some of them openly and directly.

The cultural gap between the author's Viennese academie milieu and
the Maroon settlements in Jamaica he writes about is huge to begin with,
and is further fortified by the Maroon tradition of secrecy and elaborate
defenses against outsiders. From the very beginning, survival of the runa-
ways depended on their ability to protect their cultural borders and main-
tain their separate existence by guerrilla tactics on various levels; modern
cultural contacts, including those of white intellectuals, easily fit into the
pattern of outside threats which characterizes Maroon history. Zips makes
great efforts to bridge this cultural gap by saturating himself with the
literature on the subject. He devoted a full two years to his research in
Jamaica; he established contacts with the oral traditions of the Maroons
(the bibliography includes lists of interviews, talks, and reasonings) and he
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developed a research perspective that installs the Maroons themselves as
"a kind of imaginary control" (p. 10) in his work. There is close identi-
fication of researcher and research "objects" - Zips hopes to maintain
their status as subjects; his "communicative" approach (pp. 157, 245) is
based on an explicit research bias in favor of the Maroons' perception of
themselves as successful survivors of a long struggle for autonomy.

On this basis the book fulfills the author's promise to write a "history of
resistance" instead of a "history of domination" (p. 10). The emancipatory
bias places Zips in a position to handle colonial sources with scepticism
and to criticize different interpretations of recent scholarship (e.g., Mavis
Campbell) with confidence. The context of marronage is carefully estab-
lished: the plantation system as an economie and ideological machine
fuelled by the abuse of black working power and the forms of black resist-
ance against the terror of exploitation. The concept of resistance stresses
the importance of new forms of syncretic ethnic identities after the de-
struction of traditional tribal structures; the function of Africa and African-
oriented religious practices like obeah or myal; and the everyday practice
of resistance in the form of withdrawal of working power, invisible
sabotage or various kinds of parody. Within this context marronage is
described as the ultimate form of resistance: the conscious and practical
organization of counter-societies which developed separate black identi-
ties internally and a flexible guerrilla strategy externally. The Windward
and Leeward Maroon societies which developed soon after the British
conquest of Jamaica, and survive in changed form until today, assume, in
this perspective, both a practical and a symbolic significance: they posed
a potential threat to the slaveholding society of Jamaica, and they dem-
onstrated the ability of blacks to establish free societies against huge ob-
stacles.

A substantial section of the book deals with the 85 years of guerrilla
warfare waged by the Maroons until they signed peace treaties with the
British governor at the end of the 1730s. It is one of the attractions of the
book that no attempt is made to reconstruct the military history of this war.
Zips is much more interested in the structure of an unequal confrontation
which made highly specialized skills necessary to compensate for smaller
numbers and inferior weapons. He stresses the competence of Jamaican
Maroons as active subjects who drew on resources of will power, knowl-
edge of terrain and enemy, cunning, and solidarity. One of the difficulties
of this perspective, which Zips acknowledges, is the reliance on considera-
tions of plausibility because of the scarcity of facts. The interpretation of
the peace treaties, crucial for the understanding of the role of Maroons
since then, poses one of his greatest challenges. Because these treaties
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required the Maroons to do military service for the colonial administration
and to return runaway slaves, while granting internal self-government,
they have frequently been understood as a decisive defeat: dividing the
blacks on the island and domesticating the formally "free" Maroons. Zips
acknowledges this interpretation but rejects it in favor of the view the
Maroons themselves had: that the treaties were the sacred foundation of
an autonomous society of free Blacks in the "New World" and the begin-
ning of a new form of resistance. Zips's attention to the self-perception of
the Maroons prevents him from considering the possibility that both in-
terpretations might have some validity.

The central, and longest, part of the book deals with the recent history
and present internal organization of the surviving Maroon villages in Ja-
maica. Here the closeness of the author to the Maroon perspective pro-
duces rich results: observations on economie structures, kinship systems,
migration and spiritual practices, Kromanti dances, and ancestor worship
provide important insights into Maroon life. At the same time, this impres-
sive section raises certain questions: What exactly was the role of the
scholarly observer within the Maroon village? Does his work serve to
safeguard the essential protective secrecy of the Maroons in sacrificing at
least some of his findings, or does it "betray" their inner life in order to
publicize their example of resistance through his research? Do these
villages indeed emerge as "vital societies" (p. 128) even today, or does the
evidence point in the direction of a certain stagnation? Ultimately, Zips
seems to favor a view of the Jamaican Maroons that stresses their function
as a potent symbol of the possibility of self-determination in spite of op-
posing power hierarchies.

It is to be hoped that this stimulating and well-researched study of Ma-
roons in Jamaica will be translated into English and there find the reso-
nance it deserves within the discourse of post-colonial studies.
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The song "Are My Hands Clean?" (Reagon 1985) traces the transnational
production of a woman's blouse from the cotton fields of El Salvador to
the discount rack at Sears, and reminds us that we in the Americas are all
implicated in webs of relationship spun by capital and politics. Scholars are
well aware of this these days, and frequently theorize vectors of social
power - class, national identity, gender, race, and ethnicity - in historical
process. It is rarer and more controversial for scholars to theorize the
agency of some contemporary actors - drug traffickers, the CIA, the news
media and the U.S. Agency for International Development - or to lay
blame for injustices on specific people and organizations. This is precisely
what Paul Farmer does in The Uses of Haiti.

Farmer is remarkably accomplished. Trained as an anthropologist, and
currently assistant professor at the Harvard Medical School and a fellow at
Boston Brigham and Women's Hospital, he used the funds from his 1993
MacArthur award to enhance the medical clinics he established in rural
Haiti, where he spends months each year. He therefore has access to in-
formation from both ends of the spectrum he is tying to bridge: the lives of
the rural poor and the workings of U.S. institutions.

The book is written for a general readership, although much of the ma-
terial was first presented at scholarly conferences. lts positions and argu-
ments reflect a politically left orientation that seeks to question the motives
and methods of U.S. government policies and institutions toward Latin
America in general, and Haiti in particular. The book begins with a 44-page
forward by Noam Chomsky, a distinguished scholar critical of U.S. foreign
policy. The text itself makes frequent references to Chomsky's hemisphere
analyses.

Farmer takes up the call raised by liberation theology to produce "seri-
ous, scientific knowledge of the nature of exploitation that the popular
masses are suffering" (Gutiérrez 1983:97, cited in Farmer, p. 48). One of his
book's merits is its clearly written prose, which spins "an interpretive
history of Haiti that attempts to capture some of the 'affective tone' of
Haitian readings of their trajectory as a people ... this version is that of
the self-described losers" (p. 49).
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Haitians' popular readings of their own history often involve conspir-
acy theories about "the American Plan" in which the U.S. right seeks to
crush the Haitian poor. Farmer listens to these claims and presents evi-
dence of many causal links between U.S. institutions and Haitian poverty,
some unintended, others blatantly criminal. One strength of the book is
Farmer's choice to illustrate these processes with several case studies after
the coup against Aristide: a young man assassinated in a private hospital,
a woman with AIDS, and a woman interned at the U.S. Guantanamo refu-
gee camp. He links the violence each of these people suffers to processes
set in motion by U.S. agencies and interests, charting a "political economy
of brutality" that disproportionately affects the poor. My own research
among the Haitian popular classes during the coup period confirms the
validity of Farmer's analysis (McAlister 1995).

As the title indicates, the book argues that the United States has put
Haiti to various uses - some economie, some political, and others that
could only be described as emotional or symbolic. Much of the book is a
rigorous refutation of an article by the former director of USAID in Haiti,
Lawrence Harrison, asserting that Haiti's "African" culture was the source
of its ills (Harrison 1993). Arguing against this position, Farmer explores
the structural relationship between Haiti and the United States, from the
Independence War of Haiti through the recent coup against Aristide.

The section on the history of foreign intervention in Haiti is lucidly
written and pays attention to the racialized nature of social relations with-
in Haiti and internationally, highlighting the injustices of international
dealings. One weakness of the book is the slight attention given to Haitian
agency in the history of Haiti's internationalization. While the book aims
to examine U.S. workings in Haiti, the ironie effect of this focus is to ob-
scure the participation of the Haitian ruling classes themselves and to paint
a distorted picture of that nation in which nearly all its problems are
caused by North America and very few by Haitian actors or Haitian men-
talities.

Some of the critiques Farmer launches at the media border on personal
attacks against individual journalists. Some citations are not listed in the
bibliography, and there is an excessive reliance on Chomsky. But this is
not an academie work in the strict sense. Rather, it is a passionate call to
understand the processes through which the poor are victims of human
rights abuses and the ways in which U.S. interests manipulate both Haitian
life and its international image. It is provocative reading for any Carib-
beanist.
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James Ridgeway, political columnist for the Village Voice, has assembled a
set of articles by journalists and scholars to counter the misleading in-
formation published in the mainstream North American Press. Similarly in
1992 Schenkman Books published a book of mine titled Haiti's Bad Press
(reviewed in this journal [1995]), though it was not cited in Ridgeway's
book. By saying that Haiti has a bad press, I meant both that Haiti is pre-
sented in a bad light and that the performance of the media in North
America is inferior and sometimes simply incompetent. My book traced the
historical development of the prejudices and the resulting discriminatory
works of journalists, historians, travelers, authors of adventure stories, and
others writings on Haiti. Little has changed in almost two centuries; Haiti
remains the primary whipping boy of the white-dominated world, blamed
for everything from AIDS to zombies. The theme of Ridgeway's book is
that in the 1990s Haiti is blamed for choosing its own leaders.

Nothing in this book will be news to Haitian scholars; they will already
have read most of the material in the original and at least heard about the
rest of it. The observation that the United States subverts democratie
movements in the Caribbean and Latin America is, of course, not new to
anyone familiar with U.S. foreign policy and the history of the Western
hemisphere. The book does have an obvious function of educating those
who are unaware of the deleterious role of the United States in the rest of
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the hemisphere - particularly in Haiti. Towards this end Ridgeway has
organized the book into four parts.

Part One contains an essay on the historical background of Haiti written
by Noam Chomsky from secondary sources, a selection from Bernard
Diederich and Al Burt's book Papa Doe, and also a selection from Rod
Prince's Haiti, a book that also focuses on the Duvaliers.

Part Two, "The Players," contains twelve selections including contri-
butions by Amy Wilentz, a journalist deeply involved in Haitian affairs;
Michel Laguerre, a Haitian-American scholar; and Walter E. Fauntroy, a
congressman concerned about Haiti. This part gives some information on
some of the members of the Haitian power elite though almost no infor-
mation on the military leaders.

Part Three, "The Crisis," portrays the close ties between U.S. govern-
ment agencies and the three-year illegal Haitian military regime. One piece
that I had not seen previously, reprinted from the London Independent
(November 1993), traces much of the anti-Aristide propaganda circulated
by U.S. intelligence sources to Lynn Garrison, a Canadian adventurer
closely allied with the Haitian military. This part also contains information
on the disastrous pig eradicaton program in Haiti carried out largely by the
United States in 1982 and 1983, the sweatshops of the off-shore assembly
industries, the drug trafficking of the Haitian military, and the refugee
question. Contributors to this part include the anthropologist/physician
Paul Farmer, the National Labor Committee, the Haitian Information
Bureau, Senator John Kerry, Human Rights Watch, and several progressive
journalists.

Part Four is a useful chronology of events in Haiti from October 15,
1990 to May 11,1994.

Essentially journalistic, this book concentrates on the political issues in
Haiti and on Haitian-American relations. Personally, I find the challenges
facing Haiti to be ecological, structural, and cultural, and not particularly
answerable to the traditional solutions offered by governments. The vol-
ume would have been strengthened by some selections on agricultural
concerns such as soil conservation and peasant access to the national
political voice.

This book ends with the military's May 1994 illegal installation of the
de facto supreme court head Emile Jonassaint as "provisional president."
As the Preface states, "At this writing, the immediate future of Haiti - and
the intentions of U.S. policy - remain unclear" (p. vi). As we know, the
U.S. military in September 1994 "liberated" Haiti from being occupied by
its own army and in October helped reinstall Jean-Bertrand Aristide as
Haiti's rightful president. This reinstallation took three years but followed
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by only seven weeks the compliance by Aristide's ministers with the
"development" programs of the International Monetary Fund and World
Bank. Focusing on the traditional, neoliberal strategies of import sub-
stitution, privatization, and an export-based economy, these programs
neutralize Aristide's agenda of social justice. The intentions of U.S. policy,
then, have become clear: The United States will continue the traditional
concerns for political stability and social order in Haiti - and socioeco-
nomic security for Americans. Haiti will quickly become once again an off-
shore assembly enclave where U.S. factories can find a docile labor force.

Edouard Glissant. J. MlCHAEL DASH. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1995. xii + 202 pp. (Cloth approximately US$ 50.00)

BERNADETTE CAILLER
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures
University of Florida
Gainesville FL 36211-2005, U.S.A.

Michael Dash's study constitutes a useful introduction to a very complex
oeuvre comprising poems, essays, drama, and fiction. It is not, however, a
provocative piece of criticism; nowhere does the critic call into question
any of Edouard Glissant's intentions or assertions. To paraphrase a remark
from Valéry's Cahiers, II (1974:1191), Dash does not look into the prob-
lems which the writer may have encountered consciously or unconscious-
ly, nor does he try to explain whether such problems appear to have been
resolved. Rather, he presents in clear, simple terms what he himself has
retained from his reading, mostly along thematic lines.

On the last page of his book, Dash sums up pertinently Glissant's cul-
tural enterprise and its importance for post-negritude and post-colonial
studies by stressing the Martiniquan writer's "opposition to bétonisa-
tion," his appeal to transcend "narrow indépendantisme," as well as his
"defence of Creole culture." And in the final paragraph, the critic reminds
his reader that, owing to Glissant's imaginative power and the complexity
of the issues at stake, his oeuvre will always be a "work in progress."

Indeed, Dash's survey enhances Glissant's intensely "poetic" creativi-
ty, pointing out several times that precarious, albeit traditional, oppositions
between, for instance, theory and practice, prose and poetry, heroic and
unheroic, periphery and center, rootedness and errance, are constantly
questioned in his writings. Because of what Dash himself names "the
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innate restlessness and circularity" of Glissant's oeuvre (p. 182), the struc-
ture of Dash's study appears somewhat too simple, grouping various
works as they were chronologically published under the same heading.
Even as Dash praises Glissant's audacious experimentation on the generic,
formal, and stylistic levels, in his book, in-depth analyses and critiques of
individual texts are not numerous (his analysis of Monsieur Toussaint
being in this regard, quite notable), nor does he give the reader an oppor-
tunity to actually sense the architectural prowess achieved in Glissant's
writings. In the chapter devoted to the latter's early poetry and early es-
says, Dash makes a good case regarding the influence of Saint-John Perse
on Glissant's own poetic endeavors. In the section on "Novels of Time
and Space," Dash emphasizes the philosophical aspect of Glissant's work
appropriately although, in this reader's opinion, he does not give enough
credit to its profoundly political dimension. However, one would have to
agree with Dash that such a dimension, in Glissant, is not linked to a
particular ideology or any political party. Regarding the connection of
Glissant's writings to History, Dash does not explore a question which,
nowadays, would seen hardly avoidable - that is, the powerful, and crea-
tive, presence of fiction in any reconstruction of History (including, of
course, personal history). In relation to this question, the critic does not
examine whether contemporary views on Historiography might be rele-
vant to Glissantian studies. Finally, when quoting Glissant and his declared
affinity with the "Science of Chaos" (p. 177), the critic accepts such a
connection at face value. In fact, any rapprochement between Glissant's
poetics of interrelating and contemporary physics and mathematics would,
no doubt, require much questioning and a great deal of scientific research.
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Jean Rhys continues to attract considerable attention as a Caribbean
writer (see Hulme 1994), and Veronica Marie Gregg's full-length study of
Rhys's historical imagination is a valuable addition to the secondary liter-
ature - even if it opens up more pathways than it can eventually follow.

Gregg defines the central problematic of her book as an investigation of
"[t]he extent and manner in which Jean Rhys's own artistic imagination
and writing, from the perspective of a West Indian Creole, participate in
the contending representations of the West Indies" (p. 25). This approach
yields some interesting readings, although it tends to conflate Rhys's own
views, candidly expressed, though not always consistent, and the fictional
dramatizations of that creole perspective.

The structure of the book is an important aspect of its argument about
Rhys's "historical imagination." A brief introduction raises the question
of Rhys's nationality and sense of belonging, emphasizing - properly
enough - that her hesitations in this regard "strategically redefine her re-
lationship to writing and history" (p. 4). As the word "strategically" sug-
gests, Gregg sees Rhys as actively engaging with historical issues in her
writings: one of the strengths of the book is indeed its concern with Rhys
as a much more self-conscious writer than she is sometimes given credit
for. The long first chapter, "History, Reading, Writing, and the Creole
Woman," provides a context for Rhys in writing about the West Indies in
general and Dominica in particular, and looks at some of her own writings
about herself, especially in the unfinished memoir, Smile Please. Chapter 2
focuses on the second half of the nineteenth century as imaginatively
recreated in Wide Sargasso Sea and Voyage in the Dark, as well as two
key stories, "Again the Antilles" and "Fishy Waters" (although, weirdly,
none of the stories discussed appears in the book's index). Chapter 3 -
the shortest and least satisfactory - deals with "The Enigma of the Creole
in Europe," offering brief readings of After Leaving Mr. Mackenzie and
Good Morning, Midnight. The last chapter deals with the period from the
1940s to the 1970s, with special attention to issues of "race." A short
conclusion ends with a long quotation from the late story, "I Used to Live
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Here Once," in which the narrator returns to the house she used to live in,
only to realize that she has died, when the children on the lawn fail to see
her but register her presence in a sudden chilling of the air.

For a book with just 200 pages of text, a great deal is attempted, most of
it worth attempting. In addition to the analyses of Rhys's work, the book
includes some sustained attention to the concept of the "creole perspec-
tive"; some analysis of nineteenth-century writing about the West Indies
(Carlyle, Trollope, Froude); some useful brief history of West Indian literary
critici sm; and some references to the importance of French ethnographic
writing in the Caribbean (Du Tertre, Labat, Rochefort).

The book is at its best when the author gives herself time to build her
analyses. Wide Sargasso Sea is made to yield more of its complexities, as a
novel "whose structure and emplotment are based on precise and strategie
interventions in these historical records and narratives" (p. 23) - although,
disappointingly, the historical records and narratives appear only through
their historical interpreters such as Borome and Chace. The novel's de-
liberate anachronisms are recognized and discussed, and the reiationship
between Antoinette and Tia, at the heart of Kamau Brathwaite's acerbic
comments on the novel, is the subject of some detailed attention. Gregg's
concerns lead her inevitably to the character of the mulatto, Daniel Cos-
way, who claims to be Antoinette's half-brother; although she doesn't
make the point that the Cosways insist that Daniel should be, after his
mother, Daniel Boyd - a name that resonates through Rhys's work after
Anna Morgan's repeated invocation (in Voyage in the Dark) of the name
Maillotte Boyd, the girl on the slave list. Even more oddly, while relating
the character of Papa Dom in "Again the Antilles" to the key figures of
Dominica's so-called Mulatto Ascendancy (Charles Falconer, William
Davies, and A.R.C. Lockhart), she never makes the connection between
A.R.C, and the white Lockharts, although again this goes to the heart of
her theme. J.J. Thomas is mentioned for his response to Froude, but his
work on the creole language is ignored, despite its obvious relevance
to Gregg's central concerns. Intertextuality is an announced topic, but
Rhys's literary relationships are not pursued very assiduously: Gregg
spends some time on "The Day They Burned the Books," an important
story for questions of national belonging, and yet fails to mention, let alone
follow through, the relevance of the Maupassant novel, Fort comme la
mort which the narrator saves from the flames - on this, see the excellent
discussion in Helen Carr's shorter, but much sharper book (1996).

The final impression is that Rhys's "historical imagination" runs rather
deeper than this book can plumb.
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Focus and Grammatical Relations in Creole Languages. FRANCIS BYRNE
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There are several areas of creole syntax that have figured prominently in
the debate on the genesis of creole languages. Among those "claimed" by
substratists - who regard properties of (Caribbean) creole languages as
continuities of West-African languages - is verb focus, better known per-
haps as predicate cleft. Unfortunately, verb focus is among the least well-
understood areas of creole syntax. A major contribution of this twelfth
volume of the Creole Language Library is the elucidation of the formal
properties of verb focus in several contributions. lts impact is already evi-
dent in the latest textbook on creole studies (Arends et al. 1995). How-
ever, as with some other volumes in this series, a major weakness is its lack
of internal cohesion. The introduction by Byrne, Caskey, and Winford
proclaims the topic of this volume to be "the types of constructions and
devices which creole languages utilize to achieve constituent emphasis"
(p. ix). This effectively makes it a volume on emphatic devices rather than
on focus proper, but even so, several contributions fall outside its scope
and the editors struggle to draw them all under a single label. There are
eleven articles that bear some - sometimes tenuous - relation to verb focus
or constituent focus. In addition, there is a final section comprised of the
articles for which the title of this volume has been augmented with "... and
grammatical relations": John Lumsden on the argument structure and
case-assigning properties of Haitian rete 'remain' and manke iack', and
Pieter Muysken on reflexive expressions in Papiamentu. Although these
are fine contributions, the book appears distinctly unbalanced by their in-
clusion.
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This review will briefly consider verb focus. The impression created in
earlier literature is of a unified phenomenon, with the properties illustrated
by the Berbice Dutch Creole (BD) utterance in (1): a verb (here: mu 'go')
appears twice, in a position preceding its clause, and in its normal position
in the clause. lts first occurrence is marked for focus, here by the "high-
lighter" da and the focus marker so, and lacks verbal properties; thus, it
lacks the tense and aspect markers which accompany its clause-internal
occurrence. The utterance receives an emphatic interpretation; emphasis is
on the actual realization of the event described by mu.

(1) BD Da mu so o wa mu-ts
be go FOCUS 3Sg PAST go-PERFECTIVE
"He had really gone" (Kouwenberg 1994:438).

But (2), which similarly contains a verb in initial position, lacks an emphat-
ic interpretation. Claire Lefebvre and Elisabeth Ritter ("Two Types of
Predicate Doubling Adverbs in Haitian Creole," pp. 65-91) refer to such
Haitian (HA) constructions as "predicate doubling," to be distinguished
from verb focus or predicate cleft on the basis of its formal properties. Like
(2), (3) has a temporal adverbial interpretation. As it does not involve focus
or any other emphatic device, predicate doubling really falls outside the
scope of this book. Nonetheless, this article well deserves its inclusion
based on its usefulness in delimiting predicate cleft from other construc-
tions that involve the appearance of a verb copy.

(2) BD Di drai wat ju drai-te, o ku-te ju.
the turn what you turn-ASPECT, 3Sg catch-ASPECT you
"As soon as you turn around, it catches you" (Kouwenberg
1994:437).

(3) HA Fini oufini travay la, ou ava al wè Mari.
finish you finish work Det, you FUT go see Mary
"As soon as you have finished this work, you will go see
Mary" (p. 67).

Victor Manfredi's contribution ("Verb Focus in the Typology of Kwa/Kru
and Haitian," pp. 3-51) is by far the longest and, shall we say, the weight-
iest. Despite the strong theoretical bias which might deter some from con-
sulting it, its main point is well worth taking: there is a range of verb focus
constructions which may be established cross-linguistically and which can
be accounted for in a parametric framework that makes some simple choic-
es available, such as what types of verbal elements may be nominalized (V°
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or VP), and what element licenses appearance in a fronted position (or not,
in which case we get in-situ focus). The resulting typology provides a
basis for establishing cross-creole typological unity or lack thereof, and for
establishing creole-African typological unity or lack thereof.

Contributions such as those discussed here provide the groundwork
that allows substratists (and non-substratists) to seriously establish claims
in that ongoing debate on the genesis of creole languages. They can no
longer be forgiven for assuming the uniformity of a phenomenon such as
verb focus and even less for asserting rather than establishing the supe-
riority of their position.

Finally, the well-established carelessness of production of this series is
evident in the listing of Oyèlaian and Muysken's contributions in the
Contents.
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The central thesis of this book takes issue with Derek Bickerton's con-
troversial claim (1981) that the transition from pidgin to creole in planta-
tion societies was an abrupt one, with African adults' limited linguistic
capacities in the colonizers' language forcing slave children to create a
language anew via an innate "bioprogram." Plag makes a case that the
complementizer category in Sranan Creole English took several genera-
tions to develop, and that this indicates that Bickerton's scenario is
mistaken.
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Plag founds much of his argument upon historical documents of Sranan,
in line with a growing body of diachronic work on creoles. The first prob-
lem here is that documentation does not begin until almost sixty years into
the colonization of Suriname, and we lack anything approaching a com-
prehensive, nuanced treatment until one hundred and thirty years after
colonization. The second problem is that what evidence the sources do
offer does not support Plag's conclusions terribly well.

For example, Plag concludes that the verb taki "to talk, say" did not
evolve into a complementizer (mi si taki a tru "I see that it is true") until
well into the 1800s. However, this requires his explaining away, uncon-
vincingly, a rather clear counterexample from 1783 (and its occurrence
then implies that it had developed even earlier) (p. 65). The relatively small
number of tokens of any construction in the 1783 source, despite it being
the lengthiest Sranan text until that time, hardly justify Plag's assumption
that the construction was absent or marginal simply because it is only
indicated once. A similar problem arises with his demonstration that the
complementizer reflex of fu "for" (Mi wanifu go "I want to go") was a
gradual development. Here, it is even earlier (1740) that we fïnd tokens in
which fu appears much further evolved along the complementizer path-
way than Plag would prefer (p. 131), and his justification for dismissing
them is based upon decidedly forced readings of the sentences. Ultimately,
the documents appear to give little reason to doubt that taki and fu were
being used as complementizers early in the 1700s if not before (although it
is possible that their occurrence had yet to become obligatory at this time).

A further problem is that English and African languages have construc-
tions which these complementizers could easily have been modelled upon
quite early in Sranan's development, obviating the need for their in-
dependent evolution later. For example, Plag treats complementizer fu as
an innovation in comparison to Standard English, but in fact, many region-
al English dialects which the colonists actually spoke used for as a com-
plementizer (some in conjunction with to, some alone), as in the Cornwall
The wheelwright's here for mend the cart (Hancock 1994:104). Along the
same lines, two of the best represented African languages in colonial Suri-
name, Akan and Gbe, have sav-complementizers which occur in a similar
range of constructions as taki. Discussing this, Plag surmises that substrate
influence may have acted in tandem with independent innovation (p. 155).
However, with the documentary data offering such unlikely support for
innovation, it is unclear why we should prefer this conspiracy analysis. It
seems more economical to simply propose that taki, in all of its functions,
was modelled directly upon substrate equivalents.
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Most serious, however, is a general theoretical issue. Namely, it is un-
clear that the development of say-complementizers is even a syndrome of
creolization as defined by Bickerton. As Plag is aware, all processes associ-
ated with creolization occur in regular languages as well. What Bickerton
has called attention to is the fact that certain developments, out of the
myriad possible, regularly cluster in plantation creoles, and thus appear to
comprise the minimal requirements of a full language. Bickerton considers
.say-complementizers to fall outside of this class. Plag counters that taki
and fu are indeed examples of creolization because they allow semantic
distinctions that expand the resources of the language. This, however, is
an excessively expansive definition, since it can be said of any new con-
struction in any language. More to the point, nowhere in his argument
does Plag note that Haitian Creole and the other French-based Caribbean
creoles show no sign of developing .«ry-complementizers after centuries of
use.

In the case of fu, the author considers the documents to reveal the very
emergence of the syntactic position COMP (p. 151), which is a more likely
candidate as a sine qua non of full language. Again, however, the docu-
ments readily allow that fu was used as a complementizer long before
Sranan had been transcribed, especially given the ready source in regional
English constructions. Thus in the strict sense, the evidence allows that
COMP indeed arose in Sranan as far back as the 1600s, as Bickerton
would assume.

On the positive side, the book includes a useful demographic and socio-
historical survey of colonial Suriname, with a particularly timely compari-
son of some recent demographic revisions with those most consulted
previously. Plag has also elicited some interesting data from informants,
and provides a convincing GB (Government and Binding) based argument
for the existence of nonfinite clauses in Sranan, contra various writers
who have suggested that creoles lack the nonfinite category.

Indeed, Plag's presentation is by and large a considered synthesis of
syntactic, sociohistorical, and philological investigation. In the final analy-
sis, however, while the gradual creolization hypothesis itself has much
merit, it is unlikely that the early Sranan documentation of taki and fu sup-
ports it.
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Madan Gopal attempts a reflection upon ethnicity and politics as viewed
through the eyes of East Indian adolescents in the Republic of Guyana.
He does so through an in-depth exploration of the "subjective conscious-
ness" of twenty East Indian youths (fourteen boys and six girls) between
the ages of sixteen and eighteen. He conducts seventy-seven interviews in
the "local mode of popular discourse" known as "gyaffing."

The problem, as he presents it, is one of racist politics and class domi-
nation under conditions of political polarization between the two major
ethnic groups in the country: Afro-Guyanese and East Indians (Indo-
Guyanese). In 1982, when interviews were conducted, these two group-
ings comprised 31 percent and 51 percent of the population respectively.
At the time, the country was in the throes of prolonged economie and
political crisis.

Employing a relatively uncomplicated version of the emic approach,
Gopal attempts to discern the key concepts employed by the adolescents,
and their meanings, from discourses about politics and ethnicity. He uses
these concepts to map out the informants' outlook or "political conscious-
ness." There is unanimity among the adolescents that the "government"
is the cause of "concrete hardship" and "fear." These are experienced as
"pressure" acting on "the people" (defined as blacks and Indians). Such
pressure is seen to have caused a "collective but uneasy inaction" charac-
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terized by "a desire to go forward" to "betterment" which is obstructed
by "fear."

Gopal's organization and presentation of data from his interviews are
quite convincing. So is his argument, derived from these data, that among
his informants there seems to be a desire for the "coming together" of the
ethnic groups. He terms this desire "interethnic bias." The common ex-
perience of suffering by the two ethnic groups is important in this regard.
It has led to a common desire for "transcendence" of the socio-economic
crisis and the realization that such transcendence can be achieved best
through interethnic alliance. Gopal considers this to be indicative of the
precedence of "class consciousness" over "ethnic consciousness." He
sees the "government" as the perceived "ruling class" in the "conscious-
ness" of his adolescent respondents.

The reader might very well be predisposed to accept Gopal's analyses
and conclusions if they did not extend beyond what is presented above.
This in spite of the fact that the respondents came entirely from families
living within a 14-mile radius of the capital city, were self-selected, were all
opposed to the government, and had parents who were all urban and rural
laborers. Considerable problems emerge, however, in Gopal's attempts to
present a universal theoretical model of change in "race/class relation-
ships" and to employ the history of race relations in Guyana as its sup-
porting basis. His conclusions about adolescent political consciousness
appear to be merely an empirical demonstration of the validity of his
model.

Gopal proceeds in his analysis by detailing the history of race relations
between Afro-Guyanese and Indo-Guyanese. In the process, he makes the
quite valid, though hackneyed, point that such relations were conditioned
by strategies of the colonial and post-colonial political elites to "divide
and rule." But his documentation of the periods of inter-ethnic coop-
eration and conflict is speculative, impressionistic, superfïcial, and flawed.
Through his theoretical model Gopal attempts to explain "movement"
towards "greater congruence" or "greater incongruence" between class
and ethnic interests. He sees this movement to be controlled by "block-
age" manifest in "threat." The attempt is infused with tautologies, non
sequiturs, contradictions, and faulty logic.

Flaws in Gopal's analysis become evident in his attempts to relate his
theoretical model to the conclusions drawn from his interviews. For ex-
ample, he terms "inter-ethnic bias" the desire expressed by his respond-
ents for inter-group harmony. In his theoretical model, he uses the term
"congruence" to indicate a condition where the boundaries of class and
ethnicity are coincident. Gopal considers "inter-ethnic bias" to be an indi-
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cator of "congruence" despite its logical invalidity on two grounds: a
confusion of intra-group with inter-group phenomena and a confusion of
levels of analysis. Both confusions are pervasive throughout the book.

The analysis is complicated by contradictory arguments. For example,
ethnic relations are said to be responsive to economie conditions at one
point, to political ones at another. Moreover, Gopal is predisposed to
grand leaps of inferential logic. From the "key concepts" employed by his
respondents, he infers psychological states (such as "temporary affective
turmoil" and "oppositional consciousness"). From the concepts he also
proceeds to make inductive claims about the organization of the socio-
political structure.

Despite his own cautions against generalization, Gopal sees in his key
concepts indices of a universal trend in Guyana toward "inter-ethnic con-
sciousness." This, he argues, is reflected in a universal tendency among the
"people" to support multi-racial solutions to politics and, specifically, in
their calls for a "national front" government including all the racial
groups. The reality is quite different. Elections held in 1992, ten years after
his research was conducted, showed Guyanese voting patterns to be as
racially polarized as they ever were. This calls into question the predictive
validity of his analysis.

Gopal's case is not helped by his tendency toward grand unsubstanti-
ated assertions, his veiled and obtuse writing style, and arguments replete
with social science truisms and axioms. The book is poorly edited with
scores of typographical errors. The presentation of data is quite incon-
sistent. Gopal is best when he sticks to his data and to their specific im-
plications.

Pan i rèspèt: Criminaliteit van geïmmigreerde Curagaose jongeren.
HANS VAN HULST & JEANETTE BOS. Utrecht: OKU. 1994. 226 pp. (Paper
NLG 40.00)

W.CJ. KOOT
Department of Organizational Anthropology
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
1081 HV Amsterdam, the Netherlands

A few years ago, the chief commissioner of the Amsterdam police, Eric
Nordholt, who is noted for his controversial pronouncements in the media,
brought the increase in crime among Antillean youngsters in the Nether-
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lands to the attention of the press. According to Nordholt, the problem
involved youngsters who had already been underprivileged in the Antilles
and who had come to the Netherlands on the local labor and housing
markets, often with the financial support of the Antillean government. In
Holland they were once more faced with unemployment and dead-ends.
Nordholt also predicted a further increase in the number of criminal
Antillean youngsters, if the problems of unemployment and poverty in the
Antilles were not tackled. The Antillean Minister of Justice at the time vig-
orously objected, saying that Nordholt's utterances amounted to negative
image-building and labeling. She also said that Nordholt would never be
able to substantiate his suggestion that the Antillean government sup-
ported the departure of the Antillean youngsters. Nordholt was accused of
lying and cheating. The incident dealt a terrible blow to Dutch-Antillean
relationships. On closer examination the chief commissioner turned out not
to have any evidence that the Antillean government was providing sup-
port. He also failed to produce the factual information that could have
backed up his assumptions about the young peoples' background and his
statements about the increase in crime. The study by Van Hulst and Bos is
an attempt to correct this deficiency. They were assigned by the Ministry
of Justice to make an inventory of the extent and nature of the criminality,
and of the background of the youngsters involved. They applied a sec-
ondary analysis to data from the identification systems (HKS) of three
police precincts and information from files of the Child Welfare Councils,
complemented by interviews with public prosecutors and social workers.
They also devised a theoretical framework in order to answer the question
of which crime-curbing and crime-advancing forces are at work in what
they call the relationship domain, the social domain, and the ideological
domain in which the youngsters grow up. Data on this last domain were
primarily obtained from the literature on the Antilles. The most important
results are the following:

First, more than 80 percent of the Antillean youngsters come from
Curacao. In terms of percentages, the Curacao youngsters have the high-
est crime rate (one in eight or nine) of all distinguished ethnic groups in the
Netherlands. A proportionately large number of Curacao girls are booked
by the police. Youngsters from Curacao are suspected of serious crimes
relatively often. According to the researchers, they come from the lower-
class black community of Curacao and in recent years are faced with a
growing lack of perspective due to the absence of a proper education,
housing, and employment. The youngsters in this group, Van Hulst and
Bos say, are not reared in a supportive climate. Moreover, fatalism coupled
with feelings of inferiority are prevalent in this group and they are focused
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on the direct gratification of needs without any future planning. The logi-
cal consequence is escapism: drugs and/or migration, the next step being
criminal behavior - in short, all the characteristics of a culture of poverty.

Van Hulst and Bos should be highly praised for their thorough in-
vestigation of police files and those of the Child Welfare Councils. Their
research has produced highly valuable and concrete data on the extent
and nature of crime among youngsters from Curacao. Besides, they have
made an attempt to look at this behavior from several points of view
(interpersonal, social, and ideological domains) in order to find plausible
explanations. Nevertheless, I find the explanatory aspect of their study
unconvincing.

They do give a number of economie and cultural explanations, but these
are not really based on empirical research among the youngsters them-
selves. Besides, they offer few insights on the question of how Antillean
youngsters who are having problems actually end up in the criminal cir-
cuit, choose to stay there, and make a career of crime. What does the daily
life of a criminal Antillean youngster look like? The study is methodologi-
cally weak, particularly with respect to the way its facts are compiled and
how it is designed. The inclusion of a control group of non-booked Antil-
lean youngsters (and perhaps one of Dutch youngsters) in the research
would have helped. The authors observe this omission themselves, but that
does not solve the problem. A comparative study would also have permit-
ted an analysis of the significance of the ongoing fragmentation processes.
The societies of both Curacao and the Netherlands show postmodernist
tendencies such as recalcitrance and cultural fragmentation. These may be
stronger on Curacao, but if so, how can it be explained? Furthermore, the
authors should have executed their interviews, observations, and life
histories with more assiduity. As it is, readers are left with serious doubts
about the factors that result in the comparatively high crime rate among
Antillean youngsters. Moreover, for administrators and social workers it is
not really helpful to think up ways to end the process of marginalization
and criminalization. Obviously, improving the social opportunities of the
youngsters involved is a prerequisite to preventing them from going astray
in the future. But will this be enough?
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Most academie historians will consider authors of historical fiction and
those who write popular historical works with distrust, if not with con-
tempt. So, should a historian by chance have any literary ambitions, it is
unlikely that he will become a historical novelist. Cornelis Goslinga is an
exception in this respect. In his latest collection of short stories the former
history teacher and university professor mixes fact and fiction in an at-
tempt to capture "the unique character of the Curacao people" in the
days of slavery.

Historical events, such as the slave revolt of 1795, form the stage on
which Goslinga's imaginary characters act and interact with historical
figures. Thus, the reader is introduced to a pathological woman slayer, to
the Swiss-born Governor Faesch with his German accent, to a slick Latin
marriage swindler who sells his victims to Louisiana brothels, and to a
"papist" priest who is more interested in worldly affairs than in saving
souls. Some of the stories are rather anecdotal, others tend to be pure melo-
drama. The title story about the runaway slavegirl Tamar and her mentally
handicapped child (the result of an affair with her master's son, who
happened to be her half-brother) is real "sob-stuff."

Of course the book cannot be meant as a serious attempt to picture the
colonial past of Curacao and it consequently should not be judged as
such. But it can't be considered to be a work of literature either. For Gos-
linga's language is often cliché-ridden, while the stories lack the necessary
imaginative power and originality and, what is more, hardly anything is
left to the imagination of the reader. Sometimes an overkill of horrifying
details makes a story lose much of its potential power. Goslinga apparently
is too much of a historian to leave things unexplained.

Apart from being a romantic and a brave man - he ventures out on what
most of his colleagues would consider dangerous grounds and thus makes
himself an easy target for ridicule - Goslinga also appears to be a talented
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artist. For the author's illustrations to his stories show that he is perfectly
capable of capturing a scène or a character with just a few strokes. Why
doesn't Goslinga try to use his pen like he wields his pencil and brush?

In a sympathetic booklet Ingvar Kristensen introduces Savonet planta-
tion, which forms part of Christoffel National Park on Curacao. Disguised
as an excursion guide, it is in fact a plea for the preservation of the material
remnants of Curacao's colonial past. After an introduction on the geology
of the park and its flora and fauna, Kristensen discusses the history of
Savonet, the present state of its buildings, and its potential future im-
portance as an educational and preservatory center for Curacao's history.
Much attention is paid to the original construction and furnishing of the
mansion, to the lay-out and former use of the other buildings and struc-
tures, and to the past functioning of Savonet as an agricultural enterprise.
Many details are drawn from oral information, collected by the author. A
list of informants is included as an appendix.

Kristensen is convincing in explaining the uniqueness of the Savonet
complex and he is capable of passing on to the reader his dedication to the
realization of its restauration and preservation. In fact, his enthusiasm is so
compelling that one can easily forgive Kristensen for sometimes assuming
that readers possess more knowledge than they actually do. What is a
"kayuda"? And who in heaven's name was "our unbending general"
who earned the nickname "pokhouten Leen" (pockwooden Leen) during
the struggle in New Guinea?

Johannes King: Profeet en apostel in het Surinaamse bos land. HES DIE
STUART ZAMUEL. Zoetermeer: Boekencentrum, 1994. vi + 241 pp. (Paper
NLG 39.90)

GERRIT NOORT
Board of Mission of the Netherlands Reformed Church
2340 AA Oegstgeest, the Netherlands

The author of this doctoral dissertation was born in Kwatahede in Suri-
name. He completed his theological studies at Utrecht University and then
returned to Suriname, where he served as minister in a local congregation
and as a chaplain in the army. He now heads the Theological Seminary of
the Moravian Church in Paramaribo. His ethnic background as a Matawai
proves an excellent starting point for researching the life and work of
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Johannes King (also Matawai), whom he calls "prophet and apostle of the
Surinamese forest."

Zamuel intends first to research King as a person and second to under-
stand his life and work against the background of the nineteenth century.
After a descriptive part on Suriname society until the second half of the
nineteenth century, he launches into a discussion of King. After carefully
describing and analyzing primary sources, such as the "Skrekiboekoe"
(Book of Fright) and "Torie vo Maripaston" (The Story of Maripaston),
he devotes a part to King's theology and finally, in Part IV, traces his
impact on the Suriname context in which he worked. Zamuel relates the
contents of quite a few visions which were written down by King. In
these visions, experienced around the middle of the nineteenth century,
King's spirit was taken to heaven and heil and he was shown what it is
like in both places. He also received instructions for everyday life as well
as "church-life." It is interesting to see how the visions reflect both Chris-
tian "text" and non-Christian "context." In a vision of 1855, for example,
we read about a message from the deceased forefathers, telling King to
proclaim the gospel faithfully.

According to the Matawai there is open communication between the
world of gods and humans. The Moravian missionaries were strongly op-
posed to this worldview and looked on demonstrations of such commu-
nication as signs of wmfi-possession. Zamuel tries to prove that King, al-
though strongly influenced by Moravian theology, goes his own way. The
analysis of the component of King's approach that derives from his
Matawai cultural background, is not very detailed. The contents of Chap-
ter 9 (King as an independent theologian) and the second section of
Chapter 11 (King's influence) are rather shallow. That might be due partly
to a lack of historical data, but anthropological analytical models might
have helped. As a consequence it does not become sufficiently clear what
exactly is meant by King's communication of the gospel "from within"
local culture (p. 92). Zamuel points to King's "Dresiboekoe" (book about
the use of traditional medicines), but a major part of this book is lost. The
book was not given to the Moravian missionaries, but rather to relatives,
because King suspected that the missionaries would not be happy with his
Matawai ways. The reasoning at this point remains somewhat hypothetical
(see for example p. 41). Pages 123 to 217 are devoted to King's written
works. This part of the book is mainly a source-publication, partly pre-
pared by (and now published in tribute to) the late Dr. Jan Voorhoeve.
Unfortunately, the index is limited to persons only, which makes the book
harder to use.
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